OpenMRS
1.1Background

OpenMRS which stands for Open Medical Records System is a collaborative open
source project to develop excellent software to support the delivery of health care in
developing countries.[1] It grew out of the critical need to scale up the treatment of HIV in
Africa but from the start was conceived as a general purpose electronic medical record
system that could support the full range of medical treatments such as diabetes, malaria,
tuberculosis, diarrhoea, cholera, etc. It is Open source because it was developed by an
international team of volunteer software developers, physicians, data clerks, health
management staffs and government officials with decades of experience in the medical
practice to find an inexpensive solution to health needs in the developing countries, where
government has meagre resources to solve mounting healthcare needs, that compares with
health solutions in the developed countries like United States, United Kingdom, Australia,
and Israel.
The first ideas and prototype of OpenMRS were conceived by Paul Biondich and
Burke Mamlin from the Regenstrief Institute, Indiana, United States, on a visit to the
AMPATH project in Eldoret, Kenya in February 2004. Around the same time the EMR team
at Partners In Health led by Hamish Fraser and Darius Jazayeri were looking at ways to scale
up the PIH-EMR[2][3] web-based medical record system developed to manage drug resistant
tuberculosis in Peru, and HIV in rural Haiti both in South America. Paul, Burke and Hamish
met in September 2004 at the Medinfo conference in San Francisco, and recognized they had
a common approach to medical information systems and a similar philosophy for healthcare
and development and OpenMRS was born. Later, Chris Seebregts of the South African
Medical Research Council (MRC) became the fourth founding member.
OpenMRS is founded on the principles of openness and sharing of ideas, software and
strategies for deployment and use. The system is designed to be usable in very resource poor
environments and can be modified with the addition of new data items, forms and reports
without extensive programming coupled with the fact that it is highly adaptable to the local
environment based on the requirement specifications for such facilities. It is intended as a
platform that many organizations can adopt and modify avoiding the need to develop a

software system from scratch which can be a very expensive financial burden for developing
economies without jeopardizing effectiveness.
The OpenMRS is an implementation of the eHealth paradigm. The concept of the
eHealth has the following supports(Fig 1.1), each of which can be incorporated into the
modules in the OpenMRS because of the front-end (Java Enterprise Edition) and backend(MySQL) platforms upon which the OpenMRS is built.
eHealth is a relatively recent term for healthcare practice which is supported by electronic
processes and communication. The term can encompass a range of services that are at the
edge of medicine/healthcare and information technology:
1. Electronic Health Records
2. Telemedicine
3. Consumer Health Informatics

4. Health knowledge management
5. Virtual Health teams
6. mHealth
7. Medical Research uses eHealth Grid
8. Healthcare Information Systems
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1.2Electronic Health Records:
An electronic health record (EHR) (also electronic patient record or computerised patient
record) is an evolving concept defined as a longitudinal collection of electronic health
information about individual patients or populations [1]. It is a record in digital format that is
capable of being shared within across different health care settings, by being embedded in
network-connected enterprise-wide information system. Such records may included a whole
range of data in comprehensive or summary form, including demographics, medical history,
medication and allergies, immunization status, laboratory test results, radiology images, and
billing information. It has the prime advantage of enabling easy communication of patient data
between different healthcare professionals (GPs, specialists, care team, pharmacy).
It is important to note that an EHR is generated and maintained within an institution, such as a
hospital, integrated delivery network, clinic, or physician office.[2]
Its purpose can be understood as a complete record patient encounters that allows to automate
and streamline workflow in health care settings and to increase safety through evidence-based
decision support, quality management, and outcomes reporting.[3]

1.2.1 Advantages of Electronic Medical Records
EHR systems increase physician efficiency and reduce costs, as well as promote
standardization of care. Even though EMR systems with computerized provider order entry (CPOE)
have existed for more than 30 years, fewer than 10 percent of hospitals in developed economies as of
2006 have a fully integrated system.[4]

1. Reduce healthcare costs
One of the major sources of rapid growth in healthcare costs comes from medical imaging.
Medicare spending on imaging in the United States for instance rose from $6.80 billion in 2000 to
$14.11 billion in 2006.[5] Access to a patient's images in an EHR is an effective way to avoid
duplicating expensive imaging procedures. Other cost savings include the reduction of medical errors
that can otherwise lead to further expensive care.

2. Improve quality of care
An EHR system can help reduce medical errors by providing healthcare workers with decision
support which will be available 24hrs 7days a week through a chain of experts and practitioners
through online system. Fast access to medical literature and current best practices in medicine enable
proliferation of ongoing improvements in healthcare efficacy.

3. Promote evidence-based medicine
EHRs provide access to unprecedented amounts of clinical data for research that can
accelerate the level of knowledge of effective medical practices on a particular medical case.
These benefits may be realized in a realistic sense only if the EHR systems are interoperable
and wide spread (e.g. national through the entire geopolitical zones in Nigeria) so that various systems
can easily share information. Also, to avoid failures that can cause injury to the patient and violations
to privacy, the best practices in software engineering and medial informatics must be deployed.[6] All
can be packaged into the OpenMRS for use on a national scale. EHRs also have the advantages of
electronic medical records (EMR). In general, medical records may be on "physical" media such as
film (X-rays), paper (notes), or photographs, often of different sizes and shapes. Physical storage of
documents is problematic, as not all document types fit in the same size folders or storage spaces.
Eliminating this mode of record storage and transfer will be a huge leap to medical practise in
Nigeria.
Physical records usually require significant amounts of space to store them. When physical
records are no longer maintained, the large amounts of storage space are no longer required. Paper,
film, and other expensive physical media usage (and therefore cost) is also reduced with electronic
record storage. When paper records are stored in different locations, furthermore, collecting and
transporting them to a single location for review by a healthcare provider is time-consuming. When
paper (or other types of) records are required in multiple locations, copying, faxing, and transporting
costs are significant.
In 2004 in the United Kingdom, an estimate was made that 1 in 7 hospitalizations occurred
when medical records were not available. Additionally, 1 in 5 lab tests were repeated because results
were not available at the point of care. This waste is an ongoing process that seems to take place at
every medical facility; however, with the implementation of the OpenMRS, more funds will be
available for medical research which sums to improving the practise of the medical profession in the
country. Electronic medical records (under the eHealth, OpenMRS paradigm) are estimated to

improve efficiency by 6% per year, and the monthly cost of an EMR is offset by the cost of only a
few unnecessary tests or admissions.[7][8]
Handwritten paper medical records can be associated with poor legibility, which can
contribute to medical errors.[9] Pre-printed forms, the standardization of abbreviations, and standards
for penmanship were encouraged to improve reliability of paper medical records. Electronic records
help with the standardization of forms, terminology and abbreviations, and data input. Digitization of
forms facilitates the collection of data for epidemiology and clinical studies. In addition, EMRs can be
continuously updated. The ability to exchange records between different EMR systems
("interoperability"[10]) would facilitate the co-ordination of healthcare delivery in non-affiliated
healthcare facilities. In addition, data from an electronic system can be used anonymously for
statistical reporting in matters such as quality improvement, resource management and public health
communicable disease surveillance.[11] All of which will be tedious if not impossible to achieve with
the conventional method.

4. Customization
Each healthcare environment functions differently, often in significant ways. It is difficult to
create a "one-size-fits-all" EHR system. An ideal EHR system will have record standardization but
interfaces that can be customized to each provider environment. Modularity in an EHR system
facilitates this, which means that the application can easily be adapted to meet conditions at prevailing
at each hospital in Nigeria. This customization can often be done so that a physician's input interface
closely mimics previously utilized paper forms.[64] Customizing the software when it is released yields
the highest benefits because it is adapted for the users and tailored to workflows specific to the
institution.[66]

1.2.2 Successful implementations of EHR systems in Developed Economies
In the United States, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has the largest enterprise-wide
health information system that includes an electronic medical record, known as the Veterans Health
Information Systems and Technology Architecture (VistA). A key component in VistA is their VistA
imaging System which provides a comprehensive multimedia data from many specialties, including
cardiology, radiology and orthopaedics. A graphical user interface known as the Computerized Patient
Record System (CPRS) allows health care providers to review and update a patient‘s electronic
medical record at any of the VA's over 1,000 healthcare facilities. CPRS includes the ability to place
orders, including medications, special procedures, X-rays, patient care nursing orders, diets, and
laboratory tests.

The US Indian Health Service uses an EHR similar to VistA called RPMS. VistA Imaging is
also being used to integrate images and co-ordinate PACS into the EHR system.
As of 2005, the National Health Service (NHS) in the United Kingdom also began an EHR
system. The goal of the NHS is to have 60,000,000 patients with a centralized electronic health record
by 2010. The plan involves a gradual roll-out commencing May 2006, providing general practitioners
in England access to the National Programme for IT (NPfIT).[69]
Australia is dedicated to the development of a lifetime electronic health record for all its
citizens. HealthConnect is the major national EHR initiative in Australia, and is made up of territory,
state, and federal governments. MediConnect is a related program that provides an electronic
medication record to keep track of patient prescriptions and provide stakeholders with drug alerts to
avoid errors in prescribing.[70]
The Canadian province of Alberta started a large-scale operational EHR system project in
2005 called Alberta Netcare, which is expected to encompass all of Alberta by 2008.

1.2.3 Synchronization of records
When care is provided at two different facilities, it may be difficult to update records at both
locations in a co-ordinated fashion. Two models have been used to satisfy this problem: a centralized
data server solution, and a peer-to-peer file synchronization program (as has been developed for other
peer-to-peer networks). Each of these two models is adaptable into the OpenMRS model, and can
easily be deployed into full operation in the Nigeria. Although the centralized data server solution has
a higher cost-benefit ration compared to the peer-to-peer file sync model especially when the
coverage area is at a national scale.
In the United States, Great Britain, and Germany, the concept of a national centralized server
model of healthcare data has been implemented. Issues of privacy and security in such a model have
been of concern.[26][27]
Synchronization programs for distributed storage models, however, are only useful once
record standardization has occurred. Merging of already existing public healthcare databases is a
common software challenge. The ability of electronic health record systems to provide this function is
a key benefit and can improve healthcare delivery in the long run.[28][29][30]

1.3.1 Telemedicine:
Telemedicine includes all types of physical and psychological measurements that do not
require a patient to travel to a specialist. When this service works, patients need to travel less to a
specialist or conversely the specialist has a larger catchment‘s area. The enormous benefits in this
system to the Nigerian health sector cannot be overemphasised, has it encourages knowledge
parallelism between major health institutes and teaching hospital in different geopolitical zones and
the benefits to the patients and service delivery would be immense.
Telemedicine is a rapidly developing application of clinical medicine where medical
information is transferred through the phone or the Internet and sometimes other networks for the
purpose of consulting, and sometimes remote medical procedures or examinations. Telemedicine may
be as simple as two health professionals discussing a case over the telephone, or as complex as using
satellite technology and video-conferencing equipment to conduct a real-time consultation between
medical specialists in two different geopolitical zones or countries. Telemedicine generally refers to
the use of communications and information technologies for the delivery of clinical care. Care at a
distance (also called in absentia care), is an old practice which was often conducted via post or
Telegraph or fax. There has been a long and successful history of in absentia health care which,
thanks to modern communication technology, has evolved into what we know as modern
telemedicine.

1.3.2 Types of Telemedicine
Telemedicine can be broken into three main categories:


Store-and-forward,



Remote monitoring and



Interactive services.

Store-and-forward telemedicine involves acquiring medical data (like medical images,
biosignals etc) and then transmitting this data to a doctor or medical specialist at a convenient time for
assessment offline. It does not require the presence of both parties at the same time. Dermatology (cf:
teledermatology), radiology, and pathology are common specialties that are conducive to
asynchronous telemedicine. A properly structured Medical Record preferably in electronic form is a
component of this transfer. Store- and –forward telemedicine is a key tool of eHealth that can be
deployed and implemented with customised modules of the OpenMRS application. A key difference

between traditional in-person patient meetings and telemedicine encounters is the omission of an
actual physical examination and history.

Remote monitoring, also known as self-monitoring/testing, enables medical professionals
to monitor a patient remotely using various technological devices. This method is primarily used for
managing chronic diseases or specific conditions, such as heart disease, diabetes mellitus, or asthma.
These services can provide comparable health outcomes to traditional in-person patient encounters,
supply greater satisfaction to patients, and may be cost-effective on the hospital budget, patients as
well as for the government. Remote monitoring is also achievable with OpenMRS modules as have
been successfully deployed in the developed economies.

Interactive telemedicine services provide real-time interactions between patient and
provider, to include phone conversations, online communication and home visits. Many activities
such as history review, physical examination, psychiatric evaluations and ophthalmology assessments
can be conducted comparably to those done in traditional face-to-face visits. In addition, ―clinicianinteractive‖ telemedicine services may be less costly than in-person clinical visits. This can be
achieved with appropriately installed VOIP (voice over Internet Protocol) support installed into the
OpenMRS application. The tremendous benefits of this to the medical practise in Nigeria would be
huge as it will facilitate collaboration of resources between teaching hospitals and major healthcare
institutes with remote healthcare facilities.

1.3.3 Benefits and Uses of Telemedicine
Telemedicine is most beneficial for populations living in isolated communities and remote
regions and is currently being applied in virtually all medical domains. And the benefits to the life of
rural dwellers in Nigeria would be appreciable, as they will have access to the same level of advance
medicine as that obtainable in the city without having to transport over large distances to get adequate
medical attention. And one can never tell what a child saved through this procedure in the village will
contribute to the society after being given access to same level of medical attention as another child in
the city. Specialties that use telemedicine often use a "tele-" prefix; for example, telemedicine as
applied by radiologists is called Teleradiology. Similarly telemedicine as applied by cardiologists is
termed as telecardiology, etc.
Telemedicine is also useful as a communication tool between a general practitioner and a
specialist available at a remote location; in getting full diagnosis and prognosis of a disease ailment.
The first interactive Telemedicine system, operating over standard telephone lines, for
remotely diagnosing and treating patients requiring cardiac resuscitation (defibrillation) was

developed and marketed by MedPhone Corporation in 1989. A year latter the company introduced a
mobile cellular version, the MDphone. Twelve hospitals in the U.S. served as receiving and treatment
centres.[12]
Monitoring a patient at home using known devices like blood pressure monitors and
transferring the information to a caregiver is a fast growing emerging service. These remote
monitoring solutions have a focus on current high morbidity chronic diseases and are mainly deployed
for the First World. In developing countries a new way of practicing telemedicine is emerging better
known as Primary Remote Diagnostic Visits whereby a doctor uses devices to remotely examine and
treat a patient. This new technology and principle of practicing medicine holds big promises to
solving major health care delivery problems in for instance Northern Nigeria because Primary Remote
Diagnostic Consultations not only monitors an already diagnosed chronic disease, but has the promise
to diagnosing and managing the diseases a patient will typically visit a general practitioner for.
Implementing this scheme in the rural Nigeria will result in reduction in morbidity from avoidable
deaths in rural communities currently not having access to quality healthcare.

1.3.4 Application of Telemedicine in Remote Areas: Telecardiology
ECG or electrocardiograph can be transmitted using telephone and wireless. This was done by
Barr (1958) who transmitted ECG tracings to about 40,000 feet.

Teletransmission of ECG using indigenous methods
One of the oldest known telecardiology systems (teletransmission of ECG) was established in
Gwalior, India in 1975 at GR Medical College by Dr. Ajai Shanker, Dr. S. Makhija, P.K. Mantri using
indigenous technique for the first time in India.
This system enabled wireless transmission of ECG from the moving ICU van or the patient‘s
home to the central station in ICU of the department of Medicine. Transmission using wireless was
done using frequency modulation which eliminated noise. Transmission was also done through
telephone lines. The ECG output was connected to the telephone input using a modulator which
converted ECG into high frequency sound. At the other end a demodulator reconverted the sound into
ECG with good gain accuracy. The ECG was converted to sound waves with a frequency varying
from 500 Hz to 2500 Hz with 1500 Hz at baseline.
This system was also used to monitor patients with pacemakers in remote areas. The central
control unit at the ICU was able to correctly interpret arrhythmias. This technique helped medical aid
reach in remote areas.[1]

Teleradiology
Teleradiology is the ability to send radiographic images (x-rays) from one location to another.
For this process to be implemented, three essential components are required, an image sending station,
a transmission network, and a receiving / image review station. The most typical implementation are
two computers connected via Internet. The computer at the receiving end will need to have a highquality display screen that has been tested and cleared for clinical purposes. Sometimes the receiving
computer will have a printer so that images can be printed for convenience.
The teleradiology process begins at the image sending station. The radiographic image and a
modem or other connections are required for this first step. The image is scanned and then sent via the
network connection to the receiving computer.
An example of teleradiology is the EU-funded project R-Bay [2]. One of the major providers
for teleradiology services in Europe is Telemedicine Clinic [3]

1.4 Consumer Health Informatics
Consumer health Informatics (CHI) or citizen-oriented information provision is a means of
keeping healthy individuals and patients informed on medical topics. This means of information is
either through the mobile phones or the internet. Sponsored programmes on the radio or the television
can also be employed, and with better sensitization, citizens would be better prepared to stall the
disease outbreak- such as in the case the SACS virus, the bird flu and swine flu in the Americas, in
which potential epidemic was averted because of information disseminated to the citizens through the
mass media as well as the distribution of breath shields. Although there have been several instances
in which the consumer health informatics have been deployed in Nigeria in the past decades, most
recently in the bird flu outbreak prevention in northern Nigeria. This scheme has a lot to benefit
Nigeria if fully implemented as it will allow citizens take care and be their own health instructors.

1.5 Health Knowledge Management
Health knowledge management also called specialist-oriented information provision e.g. in an
overview of latest medical journals, best practice guidelines or epidemiological tracking. Examples
include physician resources such as Ife medical journal, Medscape and MDLinx.
Knowledge management (KM) comprises a range of practices used in an organisation or discipline
to identify, create, represent, distribute and enable adoption of insights and experiences. Such insights

and experiences comprise knowledge, either embodied in individuals or embedded in organisational
processes or practice.
An established discipline since 1991, KM includes courses taught in the fields of business
administration, information systems, management, and library and information sciences , information
and media, computer science, public health, and public policy. The potential of this scheme to the
Nigerian network of medical practitioners can not be overemphasised as this will allow them to stay
abreast of medical findings and research discoveries, just at the click of the button, through their
various profession bodies homepages linked directly to their homepages, just as the advent of social
networks like Twitter and facebook, have been keeping friends connected and in contact, as they can
easily know what is happening to a friend, which will add to improving the practise and delivery of
the medicine in Nigeria.
Many large companies and non-profit organisations have resources dedicated to internal KM
efforts, often as a part of their 'business strategy', 'information technology', or 'human resource
management' departments (Addicott, McGivern & Ferlie 2006). Several consulting companies also
exist that provide strategy and advice regarding KM to these organisations.
KM efforts typically focus on organisational objectives such as improved performance,
competitive advantage, innovation, the sharing of lessons learned, and continuous improvement of the
organisation. KM efforts overlap with organisational learning, and may be distinguished from that by
a greater focus on the management of knowledge as a strategic asset and a focus on encouraging the
sharing of knowledge. KM efforts can help individuals and groups to share valuable organisational
insights, to reduce redundant work, to avoid reinventing the wheel per se, to reduce training time for
new employees, to retain intellectual capital as employees turnover in an organisation, and to adapt to
changing environments and markets (McAdam & McCreedy 2000)(Thompson & Walsham 2004).
The modes through which this can be implemented are through
1

Personal Digital Assistant(PDA),

2

Smart phones,

3

Wifi and

4

WAN networks, or primarily

5

The internet.

1.5.2 Motivations to Health knowledge Management
A number of claims exist as to the motivations leading organisations to undertake a
KM effort [11]. Typical considerations driving a KM effort include:


Making available increased knowledge content in the development and provision of
products and services



Achieving shorter new product development cycles



Facilitating and managing innovation and organizational learning



Leveraging the expertise of people across the organization



Increasing network connectivity between internal and external individuals



Managing business environments and allowing employees to obtain relevant insights and
ideas appropriate to their work



Solving intractable or wicked problems



Managing intellectual capital and intellectual assets in the workforce (such as the expertise
and know-how possessed by key individuals)

The benefits that will accrue to medical practise in Nigeria as a result of this scheme, in which all
health practitioners are kept in a close niche would help, offset the brain-drain currently being
complained about in the discipline at the moment.

1.6. Virtual Healthcare Teams
Consist of healthcare professionals who collaborate and share information on patients through
digital equipment (for transmural care). Many breakthrough surgical procedures have been carried out
in the developed countries using this procedure; the benefits would be immersed if academics can be
made to be part of a medical operation through a digital device. It will save us a lot of expenses on
abroad medical operations and the new ultra –modern facilities (the University College Hospital,
UCH, Ibadan and Lagos University Teaching Hospital, LUTH, Akoka) in the major hospitals would
justify the financial outlay in their purchase.

1.7.

mHealth or mobile Health

This includes the use of mobile devices in collecting aggregate and patient level health data,
providing healthcare information to practitioners, researchers, and patients, real-time monitoring of
patient vitals, and direct provision of care (via mobile telemedicine). [1]

mHealth (or sometimes mobile health) is a recent term for medical and public health
practice supported by mobile devices, such as mobile phones, patient monitoring devices, PDAs, and
other wireless devices. Mobile eHealth or mHealth broadly encompasses the use of mobile
telecommunication and multimedia technologies as they are integrated within increasingly mobile and
wireless health care delivery systems and is part of a movement towards citizen-centred health service
delivery. Mobile technologies by nature lend themselves to more decentralized health service
delivery.
"The recent advances in information and communication technologies (ICT) enable
technically the continual monitoring of health-related parameters with wireless sensors, wherever the
user happens to be. Small, low-power sensors can, in principle, be embedded in almost anything in
our surroundings: furniture, vehicles, wearable devices, and even clothes. Mobile phones or personal
digital assistants (PDAs) with wireless networking capabilities may serve as gateways that process,
store, and transfer measured parameters to clinicians for further analysis or diagnosis. This technology
trend, also called mHealth (mobile health), is already visible in the market."[3]
Although Ministries of Health in low and middle income countries and policy makers, like
Nigeria, are eager to explore the use of mobile phones and other ICT to promote health, the lack of a
comprehensive model, knowledge base, and published data on the health benefits poses significant
barriers. However, the OpenMRS based on the Java ME and Java FX development platform, can
easily make the integration very attainable with the Nigerian context.
1.7.1 Suitability for the Nigerian Economy
There has been a growing interest within the health sector to capitalize on the rapid uptake of
mobile communication technologies and the overall improvements in telecommunications within the
general population throughout the world. Characterized as a ‗leapfrog technology,‘ mobile phones
have allowed developing countries, even those with relatively poor infrastructure, to bypass 20th
century fixed-line technology and jump straight to 21st century mobile technology.[4] The number of
global mobile phone subscribers in 2006 was estimated at 2.5 billion of an estimated global
population of 6.6 billion (37.9%). These figures are expected to grow to 3.3 billion or approximately
half of the world‘s population by 2010 with the greatest growth expected in Asia, the Middle East,
and Africa. In many countries, the number of mobile phone subscribers has by-passed the number of
fixed-line telephones, this is particularly the case in Nigeria.[5]
The cost of mobile technology deployment is increasingly going down, with vendors such as
Nokia developing cheaper infrastructure technologies (CDMA) and cheaper phones (sub $50–100,
such as Sun's Java phone). Cost may not be much of an issue in the near future, especially compared

to PC-based solutions. The increasing functionality of phones enables SmartPhone-capability in
relatively inexpensive phones. It is worth noting that the capabilities of mobile phones in low and
middle income economy like Nigeria has not reached the sophistication of those in high income
countries, which now enable web browsing, GPS navigation, and email through what are being called
smart phones. In spite of these differentials, the basic SMS text functions and real-time
communication capacity of devices available in low and middle income countries offer a broad range
of potential benefits to the health sector.[6] Increased availability and efficiency in both voice and datatransfer systems in addition to rapid deployment of wireless infrastructure will likely accelerate the
deployment of mobile-enabled health systems and services in Nigeria in the nearest 2 years going by
the pace of mobile phone subscribers and increasing 3G capability of the average phone in the
market.[7]
The trends towards mHealth in developing countries like Nigeria are largely due to the
overwhelming uptake of mobile phones within the health sector and by the general population as well
as the increased uptake, however limited, of smart phones within the health sector for retrieval of
web-based information and patient data in decentralized health management information systems
(HMIS). In addition, wireless-enabled laptops and specialized health-related software applications are
currently being developed, tested, and marketed throughout the world. This "high-end" work is
happening primarily in high income countries; however, with broad advocacy campaigns for free and
open source software (FOSS), applications tailored to local contexts may soon become available in
low and middle income countries. Efforts to provide resources and training for the localized
development of applications and technologies ought to be encouraged in low and middle income
countries.[8]
Mobile technologies offer direct voice communication (of particular value due to literacy and
language capacity in many countries) and information transfer capabilities. The appeal of mobile
communication technologies is that they enable communication in motion, allowing individuals to
contact each other irrespective of time and place.[9][10] This is particularly beneficial for work in
remote areas where the mobile phone, and now increasingly wireless infrastructure, is able to reach
more people at a more rapid rate. As a result of such technological advances the capacity for
improved access to information and two-way communication hence becomes available at the point of
need.
A two day conference was organized in Lagos in 2008; the purpose was to drive the health
sector with technology tools in the area of telemedicine, mHealth and eHealth.
Seeing there have been various successful implementation of the mHealth programme in so
many other sub Saharan countries, this is also make it the right time to explore this technology in

improving the health delivery in the Nigerian health sector. See appendix B for the various
implementations of the mHealth package around the world in the past 5 years.
1.7.2 Improving health outcomes and efficiencies; Benefits of the mHealth
Technology integration within the health sector has great potential to promote healthy
lifestyles, improve decisions by health professionals as well as patients, and enhance healthcare
quality by improving access to medical and health information and facilitating instantaneous
communication in places where this was not previously possible.[11][12] The increased use of
technology can help reduce health care costs by improving efficiencies in the health care system and
promoting prevention through behaviour change communication (BCC). It also has the potential to
advance clinical care and public health services by facilitating health professional practice and
communication and reducing health disparities by applying new approaches to improve the health of
isolated populations.
The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) that specifically address health as set forth by
the United Nations Millennium Declaration in 2000 include reducing child mortality; improving
maternal health; combating HIV and AIDS, malaria, and other diseases; and increasing access to safe
drinking water.[13] A progress report published in 2006 indicates that childhood immunization and
deliveries by skilled birth attendants are on the rise, while many regions continue to struggle to
achieve reductions in the prevalence of the diseases of poverty including malaria, HIV and AIDS and
tuberculosis (TB).[14] Increasing attention has also been drawn to the critical shortages in trained
healthcare personnel throughout the world whereby there are now 57 countries with critical shortages
in health work force density with a global deficit of 2.4 million doctors, nurses, and midwives.[15]
Investing in the training and ongoing development of the healthcare work force is considered among
the most effective means of improving health.[15] Three key areas in which early and rapid gains can
be achieved through this technology design and integration are in the areas of Safe Motherhood,
routine immunization and integrated management of childhood illness, and in addressing the diseases
of poverty, namely HIV and AIDS, malaria, and TB- where significant resources have been mobilized
to reduce the disease burden in low and middle income countries.
Efforts are ongoing to explore how a broad range of technologies, and most recently mHealth
technologies, can improve such health outcomes as well as generate cost savings within the health
systems of middle and low income countries. The specific potential of mHealth lies in its ability to
offer opportunities for direct voice communication (of particular value due to literacy and language
capacity in many countries) and information transfer capabilities that previous technologies did not.
This is particularly beneficial for work in remote areas where the mobile phone, and now increasingly
wireless infrastructure, is able to reach more people at a more rapid rate. As a result of such

technological advances the capacity for improved access to information and two-way communication
hence becomes available at the point-of-need and for healthcare workers at the point-of-care. Mobile
communication technologies are tools that can be leveraged to support existing workflows within the
health sector and between the health sector and the general public.[16]
Some of the MVP strategic objectives for m-health are:


Improvement of the access to emergency and general health services



Improvement of the efficiency of health service delivery



Improvement of the clinical practice for enhanced health outcomes



The reduction of child and maternal mortality and morbidity in MVPs

1.7.3 Program areas
Mobile devices have been used in a number of different settings, but most applications can be
classified as follows:[17]


Education and awareness



Helpline



Diagnostic support, treatment support, communication and training for healthcare workers



Disease surveillance and epidemic outbreak tracking (malaria, HIV/AIDS, TB, Avian Flu)



Treatment support and medication compliance for patients, including chronic disease
management (such as diabetes)

1.7.4 Technology
Key mobile communication technologies relevant to mHealth include:


Mobile phones



PDAs and smart phones



Patient monitoring devices



Mobile telemedicine/telecare devices



MP3 players for mLearning



Microcomputers

1.7.5 mHealth Technology capabilities:
Voice
Voice is usually personal two-way communication although automated systems may provide
voice recorded information as well.
Data
Data access is primarily focused on visualizing static text but can also extend to interactive
decision support algorithms, other visual image information, and also communication capabilities
through the integration of e-mail and SMS features. Integrating use of GIS and GPS with mobile
technologies adds a geographical mapping component that is able to ―tag‖ voice and data
communication to a particular location or series of locations. These combined capabilities have been
used for emergency health services as well as for disease surveillance, health facilities and services
mapping, and other health-related data collection.

1.7.6 Emerging trends and areas of interest in mHealth


Emergency response systems (e.g., road traffic accidents, emergency obstetric care)



Human resources coordination, management, and supervision



Mobile synchronous (voice) and asynchronous (SMS) telemedicine diagnostic and decision
support to remote clinicians[28]



Clinician-focused, evidence-based formulary, database and decision support information
available at the point-of-care[28]



Clinical care and remote patient monitoring



Health extension services



Health services monitoring and reporting



Health-related mLearning for the general public



Training and continuing professional development for health care workers



Health promotion and community mobilization

All of the above can be successfully incorporated into the Nigerian health sector seeing that there
are skeletal infrastructures for each of the above existing, that can be broaden in scope.
According to Vodafone Group Foundation on February 13 2008, a partnership for emergency
communications was created between the group and United Nations Foundation. Such partnership
will increase the effectiveness of the information and communications technology response to major

emergencies and disasters around the world. Similar partnership can be established between the
federal ministry of Health, Nigeria Communication Commission (NCC) and the telecom carriers like
the MTN, GlobaCOM, Zain and Etisalat which ultimately will improve the quality of the health
delivery in Nigeria.

1.8 Medical Research Uses eHealth Grids
eHealth Grids provide powerful computing and data management capabilities to handle large
amounts of heterogeneous data.[1]
The eHealth Grids is a systematic way of standardizing storage of multiple data fronts, with
this mechanism in-place it will be possible to carry out research and analysis procedures on medical
health districts for the purpose of policy formulation this feature can easily be incorporated into the
OpenMRS package for onward delivery and improving the quality of medical knowledge base in
Nigeria.

1.9 Healthcare Information Systems(HIS)
Also often refer to software solutions for appointment scheduling, patient data
management, work schedule management and other administrative tasks surrounding health.
Whether these tasks are part of eHealth depends on the chosen definition, they do, however,
interface with most eHealth implementations due to the complex relationship between
administration and healthcare at Health Care Providers. A complete eHealth solution without
an HIS module, existing OpenMRS solution contain modules for the HIS which can easily be
adapted into the Nigerian context.
Health informatics, Health care informatics or medical informatics is the
intersection of information science, computer science, and health care. It deals with the
resources, devices, and methods required optimizing the acquisition, storage, retrieval, and
use of information in health and biomedicine. Health informatics tools include not only
computers but also clinical guidelines, formal medical terminologies, and information and
communication systems. It is applied to the areas of nursing, clinical care, dentistry,
pharmacy, public health and (bio) medical research.
Medical informatics began to take off in the US in the 1950s with the rise of the
microchip and computers. There are various implementation of the Health Informatics

currently being used in major hospitals in Nigeria; however these modules have not been
integrated into a central system for onward integration with other modes of health
information sharing such as the mHealth. With a successful implementation of the
OpenMRS, the many discrete components of the eHealth will be integrated. All of the
features are supported on the proposed software platform and the mode is open source
meaning that it will enjoy international contributions from software developers and health
practitioners to adapt to new challenges in the delivery of a health care.
Early names for medical informatics included medical computing, medical computer
science, computer medicine, medical electronic data processing, medical automatic data
processing, medical information processing, medical information science, medical software
engineering, and medical computer technology.
1.9.1 Various Implementations of the HIS around the World
Since the 1970s the coordinating body has been the International Medical Informatics
Association (IMIA).

Medical informatics in the United States
The earliest use of computation for medicine was for dental projects in the 1950s at the
United States National Bureau of Standards by Robert Ledley.[3] The next step in the mid 1950s were
the development of expert systems such as MYCIN and INTERNIST-I. In 1965, the National Library
of Medicine started to use MEDLINE and MEDLARS. At this time, Neil Pappalardo, Curtis Marble,
and Robert Greenes developed MUMPS (Massachusetts General Hospital Utility Multi-Programming
System) in Octo Barnett's Laboratory of Computer Science [4] at Massachusetts General Hospital in
Boston.[5] In the 1970s and 1980s it was the most commonly used programming language for clinical
applications. The MUMPS operating system was used to support MUMPS language specifications.
As of 2004, a descendent of this system is being used in the United States Veterans Affairs hospital
system. The VA has the largest enterprise-wide health information system that includes an electronic
medical record, known as the Veterans Health Information Systems and Technology Architecture
(VistA). A graphical user interface known as the Computerized Patient Record System (CPRS) allows
health care providers to review and update a patient‘s electronic medical record at any of the VA's
over 1,000 health care facilities.

In the 1970s a growing number of commercial vendors began to market practice management
and electronic medical records systems. Although many products exist, only a small number of health
practitioners use fully featured electronic health care records systems.
In 2004 the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) formed the Office of the
National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONCHIT). The mission of this office is
widespread adoption of interoperable electronic health records (EHRs) in the US within 10 years. See
quality improvement organizations for more information on federal initiatives in this area.
The Certification Commission for Healthcare Information Technology (CCHIT), a private
non-profit group, was funded in 2005 by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to
develop a set of standards for electronic health records (EHR) and supporting networks, and certify
vendors who meet them. In July, 2006 CCHIT released its first list of 22 certified ambulatory EHR
products, in two different announcements.[7]

Medical informatics in the Canada
Health Informatics in Canada is run provincially, with different provinces creating different systems.
In Alberta, Alberta Netcare was created in 2003. Toda the netCARE portal is used daily by
thousands of clinicians. It provides access to demographic data, prescribed/dispensed drugs, known
allergies/intolerances, immunizations, laboratory test results, diagnostic imaging reports, the
diabetes registry and other medical reports. netCARE interface capabilities are being included in
electronic medical record products which are being funded by the provincial government.

European health informatics
The European Union's Member States are committed to sharing their best practices and
experiences to create a European eHealth Area, thereby improving access to and quality health care at
the same time as stimulating growth in a promising new industrial sector. The European eHealth
Action Plan plays a fundamental role in the European Union's strategy. Work on this initiative
involves a collaborative approach among several parts of the Commission services.[9][10] The European
Institute for Health Records is involved in the promotion of high quality electronic health record
systems in the European Union.[11]
The NHS in England has also contracted out to several vendors for a National Medical
Informatics system 'NPFIT' that divides the country into five regions and is to be united by a central
electronic medical record system nicknamed "the spine".[12] In 2006, 60% of residents in England and

Wales have more or less extensive clinical records and their prescriptions generated on 4000
installations of one system (EMIS) written in 'M' (MUMPS as was). The other 40% predominantly
have records stored on assorted SQL or file-based systems.
Scotland has a similar approach to central connection under way which is more advanced than
the English one in some ways.
Scotland has the GPASS system whose source code is owned by the State, and controlled and
developed by NHS Scotland. It has been provided free to all GPs in Scotland but has developed
poorly.[13] Discussion of open sourcing it as a remedy is occurring. Which will follow the format to be
adopted for the Nigerian national HIS incorporated into the OpenMRS, which is open source and
enjoys constant reviews and has application standard similar to those from some of the best health
institutes around the world.
The European Commission's preference, as exemplified in the 5th Framework[13] as well as
currently pursued pilot projects[14], is for Free/Libre and Open Source Software (FLOSS) for
healthcare.

Clinical Informatics in Asia
In Asia and Australia-New Zealand, the regional group called the Asia Pacific Association for
Medical Informatics (APAMI) was established in 1994 and now consists of more than 15 member
regions in the Asia Pacific Region.
Health informatics in Australasia & Oceania, in 2002 the Australian College of Health
Informatics (ACHI) was formed as a professional association and peak health informatics
professional body. It represents the interests of a broad range of clinical and non-clinical
professionals working within the Health Informatics sphere through a commitment to quality,
standards and ethical practice.
Although there are a number of health informatics organisations in Australia, the Health
Informatics Society of Australia Ltd (HISA) is regarded as the major umbrella group and is a member
of the International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA). Nursing informaticians were the driving
force behind the formation of HISA, which is now a company in that region. The membership comes
from across the informatics spectrum that is from students to corporate affiliates. HISA has a number
of branches (Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria and Western Australia) as well as special
interest groups such as nursing (NIA), pathology, aged and community care, industry and medical

imaging (Conrick, 2006). Health Informatics is taught at four New Zealand universities. The most
mature and established is the Otago programme which has been offered for over a decade.[15]

Medical informatics in Hong Kong
In Hong Kong a computerized patient record system called the Clinical Management System
(CMS) has been developed by the Hospital Authority since 1994. This system has been deployed at
all the sites of the Authority (40 hospitals and 120 clinics), and is used by all 30,000 clinical staff on a
daily basis, with a daily transaction of up to 2 millions. The comprehensive records of 7 million
patients are available on-line in the Electronic Patient Record (ePR), with data integrated from all
sites. Since 2004 radiology image viewing has been added to the ePR, with radiography images from
any HA site being available as part of the ePR.
The Hong Kong Hospital Authority placed particular attention to the governance of clinical
systems development, with input from hundreds of clinicians being incorporated through a structured
process. The Health Informatics Section in Hong Kong Hospital Authority[16] has close relationship
with Information Technology Department and clinicians to develop healthcare systems for the
organization to support the service to all public hospitals and clinics in the region.
The Hong Kong Society of Medical Informatics (HKSMI) was established in 1987 to promote
the use of information technology in healthcare. The eHealth Consortium has been formed to bring
together clinicians from the private and public sectors, medical informatics professionals and the IT
industry to further promote IT in healthcare in Hong Kong.[17]

Medical informatics in Saudi Arabia
The Saudi Association for Health Information (SAHI) was established in 2006[18] to work
under direct supervision of King Saud University for Health Sciences to practice public activities,
develop theoretical and applicable knowledge, and provide scientific and applicable studies.[19]
Although the Saudi Arabia‘s model does not is not yet under full national operations and
integration, but the system still enjoys unit deployment at the major hospitals.

At the moment there is no deployment of either the mHealth, the Health Informatics or any
other component of the eHealth in Nigeria, however several sponsored projects by USAID under the
Family Health International(developed by Centrifuge Information Technology Ltd) initiatives are at
development phase, while several have gotten to the deployment phase, only drawback is that some of

these technologies are quite advanced to be integrated into the systems available in some of the major
health facilities in the country.

2.0 Design
OpenMRS is based on a "concept dictionary" that describes all the data items that can be
stored in the system such as clinical findings, laboratory test results, socio-economic data, patient
profile, patient bio-data, disease conditions, medication, Treatment procedures, Immunizations or
allergies. This approach avoids the need to modify the database structure to add new diseases for
example, and facilitates sharing of data dictionaries between projects and sites. An important feature
of OpenMRS is its modular construction which allows the programming of new functions without
modifying the core code which saves development time and cost. OpenMRS is web based but can be
deployed on a single laptop or on a large server (that is stand-alone or server-side deployment) and
runs on Linux, Windows or Mac OS X. This is necessary because of the diverse infrastructure
available in the Healthcare sector.
Other key features of OpenMRS:
1. Built on the MySQL database (but uses Hibernate allowing it to be ported to other
databases to facilitate being incorporated into diverse medical records systems and
networks)
2. Programmed in Java
3. Includes tools for data export and reporting especially for presentation purposes, tools
like export to Ms Excel, Ms Project, Ms Word, OpenOffice, etc
4. Versions currently exist for HIV/AIDS, Drug resistant TB, primary care and
oncology. And new versions are currently being developed on a daily bases.
5. Supports open standards for medical data exchange including HL7(Health Level 7),
LOINC and IXF which are the standards currently being used in some of the world‘s
best health institutes.

All of which can be adaptable and extendable to suite the conditions in Nigeria, and new
modules can be developed to meet the emerging challenges and situations involved in the
delivery of health services.
Currently being tested are:
1. Tools for data synchronization between systems connected by slow or unreliable internet
This is necessary to ensure there is no data loss during transfer that involves an health
facility with low bandwidth. This is quite common in Nigeria as the services from
available Internet Service Provider (ISP) is either unreliable or fluctuates in a way

that can jeopardize a cross-link in a situation of urgently needed medical information
in the case of emergency.
2. A "logic service" that allows clinical alerts and reminders to be created in a medical
standard Arden syntax
The Arden syntax is a specialized system for integrating medical records in different
formats into a unified format without extensive form manipulation or code
modification.

3. User interface improvements
The user interface in a software development is an ever evolving concept. Interfaces
are improved to compensate for the advancement in the computing power of newer
computer hardware in which more can be done with less space and cost.

3.0 The eHealth Technologies
The eHealth is hinged on the OpenMRS, which in turn is based on the Java-MySQL
technologies


MySQL as the backend or Database engine



Java Enterprise Edition(JEE) as the front end or software platform

Both of which are open source, which means they enjoy international supports of reviewers
and developers.

3.1 MySQL
MySQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS)[1] that has more than 6
million installations.[2] MySQL stands for "My Structured Query Language". The program runs as a
server providing multi-user access to a number of databases
MySQL is owned and sponsored by a single for-profit firm, the Swedish company MySQL
AB, now a subsidiary of Sun Microsystems[4]. As of 2009 Oracle Corporation began the process of
acquiring Sun Microsystems.
MySQL is often used in free software projects that require a full-featured database
management system, such as WordPress, phpBB and other software built on the LAMP software
stack. It is also used in very high-scale World Wide Web products including Wikipaedia, Google
and Facebook.
3.1.1 Features
As of April 2009, MySQL offers MySQL 5.1 in two different variants: the MySQL
Community Server and Enterprise Server.[11] They have a common code base and include the
following features:


A broad subset of ANSI SQL 99, as well as extensions



Cross-platform support



Stored procedures



Triggers



Cursors



Updatable Views



True Varchar support



INFORMATION_SCHEMA



Strict mode



X/Open XA distributed transaction processing (DTP) support; two phase commit as part of
this, using Oracle's InnoDB engine



Independent storage engines (MyISAM for read speed, InnoDB for transactions and
referential integrity, MySQL Archive for storing historical data in little space)



Transactions with the InnoDB, BDB and Cluster storage engines; savepoints with InnoDB



SSL support



Query caching



Sub-SELECTs (i.e. nested SELECTs)



Replication support (i.e. Master-Master Replication & Master-Slave Replication) with one
master per slave, many slaves per master, no automatic support for multiple masters per
slave.



Full-text indexing and searching using MyISAM engine



Embedded database library



Partial Unicode support (UTF-8 sequences longer than 3 bytes are not supported; UCS-2
encoded strings are also limited to the BMP)



Partial ACID compliance (full compliance only when using the non-default storage engines
InnoDB, BDB and Cluster)



Shared-nothing clustering through MySQL Cluster



Hot backup (via mysqlhotcopy) under certain conditions[12]
The developers release monthly versions of the MySQL Enterprise Server and the sources can

be obtained either from MySQL's customer-only Enterprise site or from MySQL's Bazaar repository,
both under the GPL (General Public License) license. The MySQL Community Server is published on
an unspecified schedule under the GPL and contains all bug fixes that were shipped with the last
MySQL Enterprise Server release. Binaries are no longer provided by MySQL for every release of the
Community Server.[13][14]

3.1.2 Distinguishing features
MySQL implements the following features, which some other RDBMS systems may not:


Multiple storage engines, allowing one to choose the one that is most effective for each
table in the application (in MySQL 5.0, storage engines must be compiled in; in MySQL
5.1, storage engines can be dynamically loaded at run time):
o

Native storage engines (MyISAM, Falcon, Merge, Memory (heap), Federated,
Archive, CSV, Blackhole, Cluster, Berkeley DB, EXAMPLE, and Maria)

o

Partner-developed storage engines (InnoDB, solidDB, NitroEDB, Infobright
(formerly Brighthouse), Kickfire

o

Community-developed storage engines (memcached, httpd, PBXT, Revision
Engine)

o


Custom storage engines

Commit grouping, gathering multiple transactions from multiple connections together to
increase the number of commits per second.

3.1.3 Server compilation type
Enterprise and Community users may deploy three types of MySQL Server Compilations:


Standard: The MySQL-Standard binaries, recommended for most users, include the
InnoDB storage engine.



Max: (not MaxDB, cooperation with SAP AG) is mysqld-max Extended MySQL Server. The
MySQL-Max binaries include additional features that may not have been as extensively
tested or are not required for general usage.



The MySQL-Debug binaries, compiled with extra debug information, are not intended for
production use, because the included debugging code may cause reduced performance.

Beginning with MySQL 5.1, MySQL AB has stopped providing these different package
variants, and will standardize on one MySQL server package, which includes a mysqld binary with
all functionality and storage engines enabled. Instead of providing a separate debug package, a server
binary with extended debugging information is also included in the standard package.[15]

3.2 Java

Java is a programming language originally developed by James Gosling at Sun Microsystems
and released in 1995 as a core component of Sun Microsystems' Java platform. The language derives
much of its syntax from C and C++ but has a simpler object model and fewer low-level facilities. Java
applications are typically compiled to bytecode (class file) that can run on any Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) regardless of computer architecture.
The original and reference implementation Java compilers, virtual machines, and class
libraries were developed by Sun from 1995. As of May 2007, in compliance with the specifications of
the Java Community Process, Sun relicensed most of their Java technologies under the GNU General
Public License. Others have also developed alternative implementations of these Sun technologies,
such as the GNU Compiler for Java and GNU Classpath.

3.2.1 Java Software Platform
One characteristic of Java is portability, which means that computer programs written in the
Java language must run similarly on any supported hardware/operating-system platform. This is
achieved by compiling the Java language code to an intermediate representation called Java bytecode,
instead of directly to platform-specific machine code. Java bytecode instructions are analogous to
machine code, but are intended to be interpreted by a virtual machine (VM) written specifically for
the host hardware. End-users commonly use a Java Runtime Environment (JRE) installed on their
own machine for standalone Java applications, or in a Web browser for Java applets.
Standardized libraries provide a generic way to access host-specific features such as
graphics, threading, security and networking.
A major benefit of using bytecode is porting. However, the overhead of interpretation means
that interpreted programs almost always run more slowly than programs compiled to native
executables would, and Java suffered a reputation for poor performance. This gap has been narrowed
by a number of optimization techniques introduced in the more recent JVM implementations.

3.2.2 Java Implementations
Sun Microsystems officially licenses the Java Standard Edition platform for Linux,[17] Mac
OS X,[18] and Solaris. Although in the past Sun has licensed Java to Microsoft, the license has expired

and has not been renewed.[19] Through a network of third-party vendors and licensees,[20] alternative
Java environments are available for these and other platforms.
Sun's trademark license for usage of the Java brand insists that all implementations be
"compatible". This resulted in a legal dispute with Microsoft after Sun claimed that the Microsoft
implementation did not support RMI or JNI and had added platform-specific features of their own.
Sun sued in 1997 and in 2001 won a settlement of $20 million as well as a court order enforcing the
terms of the license from Sun.[21] As a result, Microsoft no longer ships Java with Windows, and in
recent versions of Windows, Internet Explorer cannot support Java applets without a third-party plugin. Sun, and others, have made available free Java run-time systems for those and other versions of
Windows.
Platform-independent Java is essential to the Java EE strategy, and an even more rigorous
validation is required to certify an implementation. This environment enables portable server-side
applications, such as Web services, Java Servlets, and Enterprise JavaBeans, as well as with
embedded systems based on OSGi, using Embedded Java environments. Through the new GlassFish
project, Sun is working to create a fully functional, unified open source implementation of the Java
EE technologies.
Sun also distributes a superset of the JRE called the Java Development Kit (commonly
known as the JDK), which includes development tools such as the Java compiler, Javadoc, Jar and
debugger.

3.2.3 Java Performance
Programs written in Java have a reputation for being slower and requiring more memory
than those written in some other languages.[22] However, Java programs' execution speed improved
significantly with the introduction of Just-in-time compilation in 1997/1998 for Java 1.1,[23][24][25] the
addition of language features supporting better code analysis and optimizations in the Java Virtual
Machine itself, such as HotSpot becoming the default for Sun's JVM in 2000. Generally there have
been improvements in the overall performance of the Java programs due to the bug fixes and regular
contributions from an international pool of volunteer platform developers, Java has attain a really
desirable state with respect overall performance.

3.2.4 Automatic memory management
Java uses an automatic garbage collector to manage memory in the object lifecycle. The
programmer determines when objects are created, and the Java runtime is responsible for recovering

the memory once objects are no longer in use. Once no references to an object remain, the
unreachable memory becomes eligible to be freed automatically by the garbage collector. Something
similar to a memory leak may still occur if a programmer's code holds a reference to an object that is
no longer needed, typically when objects that are no longer needed are stored in containers that are
still in use. If methods for a nonexistent object are called, a "null pointer exception" is thrown.[26][27]
One of the ideas behind Java's automatic memory management model is that programmers
be spared the burden of having to perform manual memory management. In some languages memory
for the creation of objects is implicitly allocated on the stack, or explicitly allocated and deallocated
from the heap. Either way, the responsibility of managing memory resides with the programmer. If
the program does not deallocate an object, a memory leak occurs. If the program attempts to access or
deallocate memory that has already been deallocated, the result is undefined and difficult to predict,
and the program is likely to become unstable and/or crash. This can be partially remedied by the use
of smart pointers, but these add overhead and complexity. Note that garbage collection does not
prevent 'logical' memory leaks, i.e. those where the memory is still referenced but never used.
Garbage collection may happen at any time. Ideally, it will occur when a program is idle. It
is guaranteed to be triggered if there is insufficient free memory on the heap to allocate a new object;
this can cause a program to stall momentarily. Explicit memory management is not possible in Java.
Java does not support C/C++ style pointer arithmetic, where object addresses and unsigned
integers (usually long integers) can be used interchangeably. This allows the garbage collector to
relocate referenced objects, and ensures type safety and security.
As in C++ and some other object-oriented languages, variables of Java's primitive data types
are not objects. Values of primitive types are either stored directly in fields (for objects) or on the
stack (for methods) rather than on the heap, as commonly true for objects (but see Escape analysis).
This was a conscious decision by Java's designers for performance reasons. Because of this, Java was
not considered to be a pure object-oriented programming language. However, as of Java 5.0,
autoboxing enables programmers to proceed as if primitive types are instances of their wrapper
classes.

3.3 User interface improvements (show clips for the user interface hereat)

The User Interface(UI) represent the workspace wherein applications can be viewed and
modified and the updated, this represent the interaction between the user and the application; a well
designed interface represent the work area- from which data is inputted and transmitted for onward
delivery
User interface design or user interface engineering is the design of computers, appliances,
machines, mobile communication devices, software applications, and websites with the focus on the
user's experience and interaction. The goal of user interface design is to make the user's interaction as
simple and efficient as possible, in terms of accomplishing user goals—what is often called usercentered design. Good user interface design facilitates finishing the task at hand without drawing
unnecessary attention to itself. Graphic design may be utilized to apply a theme or style to the
interface without compromising its usability. The design process must balance technical functionality
and visual elements (e.g., mental model) to create a system that is not only operational but also usable
and adaptable to changing user needs.
Interface design is involved in a wide range of projects from computer systems, to cars, to
commercial planes; all of these projects involve much of the same basic human interaction yet also
require some unique skills and knowledge. As a result, designers tend to specialize in certain types of
projects and have skills centred around their expertise, whether that be software design, user research,
web design, or industrial design.
There are several phases and processes in the user interface design, some of which are more
demanded upon than others, depending on the project.
Functionality requirements gathering – assembling a list of the functionality required of the
system to accomplish the goals of the project and the potential needs of the users.


User analysis – analysis of the potential users of the system either through discussion with
people who work with the users and/or the potential users themselves. Typical questions
involve:
o

What would the user want the system to do?

o

How would the system fit in with the user's normal workflow or daily activities?

o

How technically savvy is the user and what similar systems does the user already
use?

o

What interface look & feel styles appeal to the user?



Information architecture – development of the process and/or information flow of the system
(i.e. for phone tree systems, this would be an option tree flowchart and for web sites this
would be a site flow that shows the hierarchy of the pages).



Prototyping – development of wireframes, either in the form of paper prototypes or simple
interactive screens. These prototypes are stripped of all look & feel elements and most content
in order to concentrate on the interface.



Usability testing – testing of the prototypes on an actual user—often using a technique called
talk aloud protocol where you ask the user to talk about their thoughts during the experience.



Graphic Interface design – actual look & feel design of the final graphical user interface
(GUI). It may be based on the findings developed during the usability testing if usability is
unpredictable, or based on communication objectives and styles that would appeal to the user.
In rare cases, the graphics may drive the prototyping, depending on the importance of visual
form versus function. If the interface requires multiple skins, there may be multiple interface
designs for one control panel, functional feature or widget. This phase is often a collaborative
effort between a graphic designer and a user interface designer, or handled by one who is
proficient in both disciplines.

User interface design requires a good understanding of user needs, and in the case of a medical
system, the user interface must be such as facilitate the purpose of medical records storage, retrieval,
or analysis and comparison needs.

4.0 Architectural build of the OpenMRS


architectures for electronic medical records and other health information systems used for
billing, scheduling, and research



decision support systems in healthcare, including clinical decision support systems



standards (e.g. DICOM, HL7) and integration profiles (e.g. Integrating the Healthcare
Enterprise) to facilitate the exchange of information between healthcare information systems these specifically define the means to exchange data, not the content



controlled medical vocabularies (CMVs) such as the Systematized Nomenclature of
Medicine, Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT), MEDCIN, Logical Observation Identifiers Names
and Codes (LOINC), OpenGALEN Common Reference Model or the highly complex UMLS
- used to allow a standard, accurate exchange of data content between systems and providers



use of hand-held or portable devices to assist providers with data entry/retrieval or medical
decision-making, sometimes called mHealth.



The international standards on the subject are covered by ICS 35.240.80[1] in which ISO
27799:2008 is one of the core components.[2]

Appendix


ANSI X12 (EDI) - transaction protocols used for transmitting patient data. Popular in the
United States for transmission of billing data.



CEN's TC/251 provides EHR standards in Europe including:
o

EN 13606, communication standards for EHR information

o

CONTSYS (EN 13940), supports continuity of care record standardization.

o

HISA (EN 12967), a services standard for inter-system communication in a clinical
information environment.



Continuity of Care Record - ASTM International Continuity of Care Record standard



DICOM - an international communications protocol standard for representing and
transmitting radiology (and other) image-based data, sponsored by NEMA (National
Electrical Manufacturers Association)



HL7 - a standardized messaging and text communications protocol between hospital and
physician record systems, and between practice management systems



ISO - ISO TC 215 provides international technical specifications for EHRs. ISO 18308
describes EHR architectures

Appendix A

Education and Awareness
Country

Mexico

Uganda,
Tanzania and
Kenya in
Eastern
Africa, and
Malawi,
Mozambique
and Namibia
in Southern
Africa

Name

Inception

Program size

Vidanet

Freedom
HIV/AIDS
Africa
Reach
Program

2006

In the first phase, ZMQ
launched four games on
Reliance Infocomm - one
of the largest mobile
operators of India and
was able to reach out to
over 9 million handsets.
Later, the games were
made available on other
mobile carriers taking to
30 million handsets. In a
span of 15 months, there
have been a download of
10,3 million game
sessions

Major services

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

Vidanet gives People Living With
HIV (PLWHIV) the ability to register
to receive messages to help
improve their adherence to their
specific treatment. The main
objective of this Project for ICS is
to develop a strategic model of
educational communication by
promoting projects involving a
telecommunication revolution in
favor of health. With these tools
they can generate changes in
attitude towards a self-health care,
health risk prevention, and
adherence to specific prescribed
treatments assigned to PLWHIV.

Voxiva has
partnered with
the Instituto
Carso de la
Salud (ICS)

Freedom HIV/AIDS introduced two
HIV/AIDS awareness games to
countries in Africa. Apart from
English, the games have been
developed in local languages Kiswahili and Shen.

Freedom
HIV/AIDS is a
social initiative
of ZMQ
Software
Systems. Africa
Reach Program
supported by
Hivos, a leading
Dutch
development
organization,
and KPN, the
largest Dutch
telecom
company, under
the "Star
Programme"

Charges

Games are free
for download
through the
corporate social
responsibility
program of ZMQ

Telcom
partner
role

Education and Awareness (Cont’d)
Country

Mexico

Name

Cardionet

Inception

Program size

Major services

Voxiva, along with ICS, has
developed CardioNet, a solution in
self-health care, health risk
prevention, and adherence to
prescribed treatments. Individuals
complete a questionnaire asking
them questions such as sex, age,
weight, height, other health
problems they have (i.e. diabetes or
smoking) as well as blood pressure
and cholesterol if known. Based on
these answers, the individual is
evaluated according to the
standards set by the World Health
Organization (WHO). From this
assessment the individual begins
receiving educational messages
encouraging him/her to exercise and
eat healthy. Examples of health
foods and exercise are given to
increase the messages effectiveness.

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

Voxiva has
partnered with
the Instituto
Carso de la
Salud (ICS)

Charges

Telcom
partner
role

Education and Awareness (Cont’d)
Country

South Africa

Uganda

Name

Project
Masiluleke

Text to
Change

Inception

Program size

276 Million text
messages –one million
per day –being sent
(2008-2009). 1,060,000
calls answered. Messages
in local languages are
especially well received.

15,000 mobile phone
subscribers in rural
Uganda sent the quiz in
the three month pilot
test

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

Charges

Build awareness of HIV status,
encourage HIV/AIDS testing and
treatment and halt the disease’s
spread. Stigma is a major barrier,
causing people to only seek care
very late in the illness.

SMS message
campaign
promoting
HIV/AIDS
awareness
resulted in nearly
a tripling of call
volume to a local
HIV/AIDS
helpline.

Praekelt
Foundation,
iTeach, National
Geographic,
Nokia Siemens
Networks, MTN,
Ghetto Ruff,
Children of
South African
Legacies,
Aricent,
PopTech!, frog
design and
National AIDS
Helpline

‘Please Call Me’
service -free text
messages. 95%
of South Africa
uses prepaid
cellular plans,
and can send
“please call me”
message. There
is 120 empty
characters left in
a “please call
me” SMS
message.

HIV/AIDS awareness via an SMSbased multiple choice quiz in
exchange for free airtime; correct
answers provided; participants
encouraged to come in for testing
(fee waived for participants)

40% increase in
the number of
patients who
came in for
HIV/AIDS testing.
Actionable
insight: Many
quiz takers did
not think AIDS
testing was
accurate nor
anonymou.

Celtel, AIDs
Information
Centre (AIC),
Merck, and the
Dutch Ministry
of Foreign
Affairs

SMS-based quiz
in exchange for
free airtime

Major services

Telcom
partner
role

MTN has
allowed
program
to use
total
inventory
of “please
call me”
messages.

Education and Awareness (Cont’d)
Country

India

Many
countries

Name

Freedom
HIV/AIDS

FrontlineSMS

UNICEF/
Georgia
Mobile4Good

Inception

2005

Program size

In the first phase, ZMQ
launched four games on
Reliance Infocomm - one
of the largest mobile
operators of India and
was able to reach out to
over 9 million handsets.
Later, the games were
made available on other
mobile carriers taking to
30 million handsets. In a
span of 15 months,
there have been a
download of 10,3 million
game sessions

Major services

Freedom HIV/AIDS comprises four
mobile games targeting different
mindsets and psychology of mobile
users. The games are deployed on
low-end black/white to
sophisticated high-end colored
devices.

Free open source software that
turns a laptop and a mobile phone
into a central communications hub
that enables users to send and
receive text messages with large
groups of people through mobile
phones, without requiring an
internet connection

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

Charges

Freedom
HIV/AIDS is a
social initiative
of ZMQ
Software
Systems. The
initiative is
supported by
Delhi State
AIDS Control
Society and was
launched by
Chief Minister
of Delhi
Shrimati Sheila
Dikshit.

Games are free
for download
through the
corporate social
responsibility
program of ZMQ

Telcom
partner
role

Helpline
Country

Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia

Australia

Name
National
Health Call
Centre
Network or
healthdirect
HealthDirect
(Western
Australia)
HealthDirect
(Northern
Territory)
Nurse-onCall
(Victoria)
HealthDirect
(South
Australia)
Health First
(Australia
Capital
Territory)
[20]

Inception

Program size

Major services

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

2007

Governmentsponsored

1999

Governmentsponsored
Governmentsponsored

2006

Governmentsponsored

2006

Governmentsponsored

Governmentsponsored

Canada

Fonemed
(for USA
callers)

1999

Governmentsponsored

Canada

Telehealth
(Ontario)

2001

Governmentsponsored

Charges

Telcom
partner
role

Helpline (Cont’d)
Country

India

Name

HMRI

Inception

2007

2006

Program size

50000 Calls per day

10000 Calls per day

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

Phone consults, counseling and
complaints, information on
facilities, drugs, mobile health
clinics (vans). Mission: create
platform to enable 1 billion
virtual and 1 billion physical
service contacts.

Top health
complaints:
Recurring
abdominal pain
(13%), back pain
(9%), knee pain
(8%)

Governmentsponsored:
Government
and a private
charity

Phone consults, information on
facilities, drugs, test result
interpretation, discounts on
hospital visits. Mission: be a first
reference point to complement
conventional health solutions.

Top health
complaints:
Chronic diseases
(40%), ENT, early
pregnancy,
malaria,
pneumonia (each
8%), diarrhea
(7%)

Major services

MNOsponsored:
Telemedicine
firm and MNO

Bangladesh

Healthline

Colombia

Telemedic

Independent

Dominican
Republic

Telemed

Independent

Mexico

Telemedic

Independent

Charges

Telcom
partner
role

Not for profit.
Service is free.

Voice
bearer

For profit.
Service is US$
0.21 (BDT 15)
for 3 minute
call

Marketing
and
promotion,
Billing and
revenue
collection,
Voice
bearer

Helpline (Cont’d)
Country

Name

Inception

Mexico

MedicallHome

1998

New Zealand

Healthline

2006

Pakistan

Philippines
South Africa

Teledoctor

Fonemed
Asia-Pacific
Eastern Cape
Health Call
Centre

2008

Program size

Major services

10000 Calls per day

Phone consults, information on
facilities, drugs, discounts at
clinics, pharmacies. Mission: be
the first choice in private health
services.

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

Charges

Telcom
partner
role

Independent:
Call center
entrepreneurs

For profit.
Subscription:
unlimited calls
for US$ 5.00
monthly

Shareholde
r, Billing
and
revenue
collection,
Voice
bearer

For profit.
Service is US$
0.30 (PKR 24)
for 3 minute
call

Marketing
and
promotion,
Billing and
revenue
collection,
Voice
bearer

Governmentsponsored

1000 Calls per day

Phone consults, information on
facilities, drugs. Mission: provide
cheap, easy access to experienced
doctors.

Top health
complaints:
Diarrhea and
vomiting (gastroenteritis),
Gynecological
ailments and
obstetrics, Fever
(usually
associated with
respiratory tract
infections)

MNOsponsored:
Telemedicine
firm and MNO

planned

Independent

2007

Governmentsponsored

Trinidad and
Tobago

MedStar
Health
Information

2004

Independent

United
Kingdom

NHS Direct

1999

Governmentsponsored

Helpline (Cont’d)
Country

Name

Inception

Program size

Major services

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

United
States

MedicareBlue
PPO

Healthcare
providersponsored

United
States

FirstHelp
Nurse Advice
Line

Healthcare
providersponsored

United
States

Telemed
(Puerto Rico)

Independent

United
States

Informed
Health Line
(Aetna)

Healthcare
providersponsored

Teladoc

Independent

MedicallHome
USA

Independent

United
States
United
States

Charges

Telcom
partner
role

Diagnostic support, treatment support, communication and training for healthcare workers
Country

India

Peru

Name

Tele-Doc

Nacer

Inception

2003

Program size

Major services

Launched as a pilot
project in 15 villages in
Haryana in April 2003

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

Charges

TeleDoc provided handheld mobile
phone devices to village health
workers in India, permitting them
to communicate with doctors who
use a web application to help
diagnose and prescribe for
patients.

TeleDoc was a
project of Jiva
Institute, an
India-based
non-profit.
Supported by
the Soros
Foundation.

The approximate
cost of the
entire TeleDoc
process was 70
rupees
(US$1.50) per
consultation.

Nacer is a phone- and web- based
information and communication
system for maternal and child
health that allows health
professionals in remote locations
to communicate and exchange
critical health information between
themselves, medical experts, and
regional hospitals. All reported
data is recorded in a central
database, and is available to health
officials in real-time for analysis
and decision-making. Health
workers in locations without
Internet connectivity can access
the system using any phone
(satellite, fixed-line, mobile, or
community pay phone).

The USAIDfunded
Pathfinder
International
program and
Voxiva worked
with the
Regional Health
Directorate of
Ucayali and the
Peru Ministry of
Health

Telcom
partner
role

Diagnostic support, treatment support, communication and training for healthcare workers(Cont’d)
Country

Rwanda

Uganda,
Mozambique

Name

Inception

Program size

Major services

TRACnet

TRACnet is Rwanda’s dynamic
Information Technology solution
designed to collect, store, retrieve,
and disseminate critical program,
drug, and patient information
related to HIV/AIDS care and
treatment. The system was
implemented to support the
Rwandan Government’s vision of
rapidly scaling up HIV/AIDS clinical
services in a variety of health care
settings. Under the leadership of the
Ministry of Health and the
Treatment Research and AIDS
Centre (TRAC), TRACnet is being
deployed to increase the efficiency
of Rwanda’s HIV/AIDS program
management, and enhance the
quality of patient care.

AED
Satellife

Information and communications
technologies (ICT) initiatives through
the USA-based not-for-profit
Academy for Educational
Development providing support for
HIV/AIDS, malaria, child and
maternal health, and health systems
management programs.

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

Voxiva and The
Rwanda
Ministry of
Health

Charges

Telcom
partner
role

Treatment support and medication compliance for patients, including chronic disease management
(such as diabetes)
Country

Mexico

Peru

Name

Inception

Program size

Major services

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

Diabediario

Voxiva, along with ICS, has
developed Diabediario, a solution
for changing diabetics’ lifestyles and
for controlling and improving their
adherence to their diabetic
treatment. Any diabetic person,
who has a TelCel cell phone, can
participate in the program.
Diabediario uses telecommunication
to generate changes in attitude
towards risk prevention and
adherence to prescribed
treatments. Diabediario does not
replace doctor’s visits or pills but is
meant to act as a supplement to
outside care. This system empowers
the patient to take control of their
health by taking all the necessary
steps to control their diabetes.

Voxiva has
partnered with
the Instituto
Carso de la
Salud (ICS)

Cell-Preven

Cell-Preven health workers use
mobile phones to send SMS
messages with real-time data on
symptoms experienced by clinical
trial participants. This enables
immediate response to adverse
symptoms

Powered by
Voxiva

Charges

Telcom
partner role

Treatment support and medication compliance for patients, including chronic disease management (such as diabetes)
(Cont’d)
Major services

Insights and
Outcomes

Name

TB patients were given mobile phones
and called daily with a reminder to
take their TB medication

90% of patients
took their
medication.

mCare

US Army Medical Department mobile
phone messaging application for the
case management of reintegrated
wounded soldiers. SMS-based wellness
tips, appointment reminders for US
service members returning from duty.
Ported content from
"afterdeployment.org" to a cell phone.
HIPAA compliant.

Country

Name

Thailand

United
States

Inception

2009

Program size

Virtual
Health
Pet
On-Cue
SIMpill

SMS appliance that monitors medicine
compliance by sending a text message
when the patient takes medicine.

Cell-Life

SMS data gathering applications

Sponsors

US Army
Medical
Department

Charges

Telcom
partner
role

Treatment support and medication compliance for patients, including chronic disease management (such as diabetes)
(Cont’d)
Country

Name

?

DIMA
Dietary
Intake
Monitoring
Application

United
States

Web-based
Mobile
Support for
the
Washington
D.C.
Tobacco
Quitline

Inception

2009

2009

Program size

6-week pilot study with
20 participants.

Major services

Mobile health application for dietary
insight for a chronically Ill, lowliteracy diabetic population

Currently updating the system to
take real time patient smoking
cessation data and "close the loop"
feedback to improve adherence.
Adding web interface to integrate
with telephone quitline

Insights and
Outcomes

The device has a
voice recorder and
a bar code
scanner. By the
end of the study
the participants
were only using
the voice recorder.
Patients use
"beam" bar code
scanner more
easily than pen bar
code scanner. The
device was not
stigmatizing,
rather seen as a
status symbol.
Many behaviour
change things are
characterized by
success and
relapse. Measuring
real time
behaviour, along
with context and
psychological
factors. "Are you
feeling happy?"

Sponsors

Legacy
Foundation

Charges

Telcom
partner
role

Applications and Tools
Country

Name

Inception

Program size

Major services

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

The Africa
Health
Infoway

EpiHandy

Set of tools for collection and
handling of data using mobile
devices: mobile phones, smart
phones, PDAs, and handheld
computers

RESCUER

United
States

SAFEVAX

SAFEVAX was designed to meet
DoD’s requirements for actively
monitoring, recording, and
analyzing responses to smallpox
vaccination. Voxiva developed
SAFEVAX, an adverse event
reporting solution that enables
rapid identification of vaccine
reactions, analysis of reaction
patterns and trends, and
automatic alert and notification.
Criteria can be specified that
results in an automatic telephone
or e-mail notification being sent to
the appropriate person

Voxiva and the
United States
Department of
Defense

Charges

Telcom
partner
role

Applications and Tools(Cont’d)
Country

Name

Inception

EpiSurveyor.org

Program size

Major services

Free, web- and mobile-based
software to allow non-technologists
to very easily create mobile phone
data collection systems. Notable as
the first Web 2.0 software for
international health and
development, with nearly 1000
users worldwide (since release of
the website in July 2009 -- go to
website for current stats) and
winner of the 2009 Wall Street
Journal Award for Technology
Innovation for Healthcare IT as well
as the Tech Museum Award and the
Stockholm Challenge Award. Also
notable for having largely been
developed by Kenyan programmers
under the direction of project
director Joel Selanikio

Insights and
Outcomes

Sponsors

Created by
DataDyne.org
[4], a
USA/Kenya notfor-profit
organization
("We build
capacity, not
pilots"

Charges

Telcom
partner
role

Appendix B
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Introduction
OpenMRS is an application which enables design of a customized medical records system with no programming knowledge (although medical
and systems analysis knowledge is required). It is a common framework upon which medical informatics efforts in developing countries can be
built. The system is based on a conceptual table structure which is not dependent on the actual types of medical information required to be
collected or on particular data collection forms and so can be customized for different uses. OpenMRS is based on the principle that
information should be stored in a way which makes it easy to summarize and analyze, i.e. minimal use of free text and maximum use of coded
information. At its core is a concept dictionary which stores all diagnosis, tests, procedures, drugs and other general questions and potential
answers. OpenMRS is a client-server application which means it is designed to work in an environment where many client computers access
the same information on a server.

At the moment much of the information on these pages is aimed at programmers/developers; however an aim is to provide comprehensive
information for:

q

q

q

Programmers/developers: The people who do the actual programming of the application and who have designed and modify the table
structure.
Implementers: The people who decide what sort of medical records need to be collected at a particular health facility. They use the
application to adjust the concept dictionary as required and to design forms to collect this information. Ideally the designers for a
particular health facility should be a team of systems analysts who understand the conceptual structure of the system and clinicians who
understand medicine and their own health facility_s medical record information requirements.
Users: The people use the system to enter, retrieve and analyze information in the system in their particular health facility.

There are several layers to the system:

1. The OpenMRS data model -- our work borrows heavily from the Regenstrief model, which has a 30-year history of proven scalability
and is based on a concept dictionary
2. A database API -- the database API provides a programmatic wrapper around the data model, allowing developers to program against
more simplified method calls rather than having to understand the intricacies of the data model
3. An application API -- the application API uses collections of database API functions to present higher-level functions for developers
4. Application layers, including web front-ends and other modules -- these are the user interfaces and applications themselves built upon
the lower levels

Database API
Most of the API is provided in "services." First, you obtain a Context from a ContextFactory, then obtain any services from the
Context.

See the javadoc for details.

OpenMRS Team
Current team members:

q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Christian Allen
Paul Biondich
Hamish Fraser
Darius Jazayeri
Burke Mamlin
Justin Miranda
Ben Wolfe
-- 4 of 32 --
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Requirements
Requirements as of September 2006

OpenMRS

q

q

q

q

q

q

Tomcat expertise
r Install and manage Apache Tomcat
r upload and install new WAR files
r troubleshoot, read log files
Database expertise
r Install and manage MySQL environment
r understand the OpenMRS data model
r perform SQL queries and run SQL scripts
Clinical form design
r understanding of how to create meaningful, useful, and non-ambiguous questions/answers
s Medical expertise -- to understand what questions/answers make sense, what's clinically relevant
s Technical expertise -- to understand how questions/answers can be interpreted by a computer
s Data Management expertise -- to understand how questions/answers will be used for reporting, research, etc.
Dictionary design
r ability to infer dictionary concepts from a form (both coded questions and answers), modeling expertise -- e.g., do you create
CHEST PAIN as a boolean (true/false) or do you create a CARDIAC REVIEW OF SYSTEMS as a coded concept with
CHEST PAIN as a possible answer?
InfoPath expertise
r Install and manage Microsoft InfoPath
r Advanced Form design
r Understand basic XPath functions
Ability to install and configure Apache + SSL (if extending network beyond a single LAN)

OpenMRS-MD
This presumes that there will be a pre-baked set of concepts, forms, and reports within the OpenMRS-MD starter database.

q
q

Ability to install, manage, and troubleshoot Tomcat and MySQL
Create and manage users and roles

Installation for Implementers
1. Design paper encounter forms (getting input from clinical and IT teams)
2. Install server
1. Server w/ power backup -- UPS for server and power backup (?solar)
2. Install Windows Server 2003 on server along with supporting software (e.g., antivirus, firewall)
3. Install OpenMRS system (mysql, apache, tomcat, etc. _ see Setting up an OpenMRS Server)
4. Configure server to serve OpenMRS web application through Apache over HTTPS
3. Setup OpenMRS core data set
1. Install core data set (using SQL)
2. Make user account and define privileges
3. Define locations
4. Define tribes
5. Define encounter types
6. Build dictionary concepts around forms
4. Design electronic form(s) within OpenMRS
1. Define forms within OpenMRS
s Must follow current structure limitations unless another XSLT transform from XML to HL7 can be designed locally)
2. Download blank InfoPath form based on form schema
3. Design InfoPath form
-- 5 of 32 -1. Drawing form
2. Building logic
4. Test form(s)
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5. Build LAN infrastructure
1. Ethernet cables, hubs, etc. as needed
6. Setup client workstations for data entry
1. Firefox
2. InfoPath 2003 with Service Pack 2 or later
7. Install VSAT for remote support and/or data entry

Ongoing Support
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Review new concept proposals
Make changes to forms over time (both paper and electronic versions)
Building reports from data exports
Managing user accounts
Server maintenance
Client maintenance
VSAT maintenance

-- 6 of 32 --
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Overview
NOTE: we are in the process of making an install wizard that will greatly simplify the installation process

Steps Involved
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Install Firefox
Install Java 5 runtime environment (JRE)
Install Tomcat 5.5+
Install MySQL 5+
Build the OpenMRS database
Create a runtime configuration
Install OpenMRS

Minimum Requirements
1 GHz processor or better, 256 MB of memory or more, 40 GB hard drive or larger. You can set up the server on a laptop for demonstration or
testing purposes. For production usage, we recommend one or two processors 1.5+ GHz, 2 GB of memory, and 150+ GB of disk space with
RAID and appropriate backup facilities.

Install Firefox
1. Download the latest stable release of Firefox and run installation program
2. Accept the license agreement
3. Select Standard or Custom installation to install to c:\Program Files\Mozilla Firefox

Install Java
1. Download the latest stable release of the Java Runtime Environment (JRE)
2. Run the install program (e.g., jre-1_5_0_07-windows-i586-p.exe)
3. Accept the license agreement and default installation directories

Install Tomcat
1. Download latest stable release of Tomcat _ e.g., [http://apache.tradebit.com/pub/tomcat/tomcat-5/v5.5.17/bin/apache-tomcat-5.5.17.
exe apache-tomcat-5.5.17.exe) and execute file
2. Accept the license agreement
3. Accept Component defaults (Tomcat, Start Menu Items, Documentation)
4. Accept default destination folder: C:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.5
5. Accept HTTP/1.1 Connector Port (8080)
6. Set Administrator login (admin/password)
7. Accept path for the JRE (C:\Program Files\Java\jre1.5.0_07) or navigate to the actual path and select
8. Select "Install Tomcat"
9. Open the Tomcat users file (c:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.5\conf\tomcat-users.xml) in a text editor and add
the roles admin and manager for the user "tomcat"

<user username="tomcat" password="tomcat" roles="tomcat,admin,manager"/>
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10. (Optional) Set Tomcat to start automatically
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1. Start ¡ Settings ¡ Control Panel ¡ Administrative Tools ¡ Services
2. Right Click "Apache Tomcat" ¡ Properties ¡ Set "Startup Type" to Automatic

Install MySQL
1. Download the latest stable (recommended, generally available) release of MySQL _ e.g., for "Windows (x86)" ¡ mysql-5.0.22-win32.
zip
2. Extract with Winzip
3. Run the MySQL install program (Setup.exe) and accept defaults (Typical or Complete Setup)
4. Accept the license agreement
5. Accept to Configure Instance ¡ Select `Detailed Configuration_ ¡ Developer Machine ¡ Multifunctional Database ¡ InnoDB Settings
(c: and Installation Path) ¡ DSS/OLAP ¡ Enable TCP/IP Networking (Port 3306) ¡ Select "Manual Selected Default Character Set /
Collation" and set the character set to utf8 ¡ Check "Installed as Windows Service" ¡ Root password (password) (note: do NOT
forget this root password for MySQL! You will need it later)
6. Execute the configuration, the installer should step through each step and give you green check marks at each stage
7. If you are stopped with a message saying that the server could not be started, your Windows Firewall may be blocking the MySQL port
(default port is 3306)
1. Open Windows Firewall (Start ¡ Settings ¡ Control Panel ¡ Windows Firewall)
2. Under the "Exceptions" tab, click the "Add Port" button
s Name: MySQL
s Port number: 3306
s (optional) for added security, click the "Change scope" button and limit to "My network (subnet) only" _ this will
prevent computers outside of your local area network from being able to access your database directly

Build the OpenMRS Database
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Download the latest demo script (currently here)
Extract with WinZip
Open the MySQL Command Line Client (Start ¡ Programs ¡ MySQL ¡ MySQL Server 5.0 ¡ MySQL Command Line Client)
Enter your MySQL root password (defined as you installed MySQL)
Run the demo script

source c:\path\to\script\openmrs-all.sql

Runtime Configuration
1. Using a text editor, create a runtime configuration file
r We typically name this file OPENMRS_RUNTIME_PROPERTIES.PROPERTIES
r You can get the basic (default) settings from this page
2. Now you must create a system variable that directs the OpenMRS application to the runtime configuration file
r Right-click on the My Computer icon (typically on the desktop or under the Start menu) and select "properties"
r Under the "Advanced" tab, click the "Environment Variables" button
r You should see two sections: one for user variables and another for system variables
r Click the "New" button within the System Variables section (near the bottom)
Variable name: OPENMRS_RUNTIME_PROPERTIES_FILE
Variable value: C:\path\to\your\OPENMRS_RUNTIME_PROPERTIES.PROPERTIES
(note: you will need to specify the path to the runtime configuration file you created earlier)
3. Reboot (you must reboot for the new system variable to be available to all programs)

Deploy OpenMRS
1. Ensure that Tomcat is started
2. Navigate to http://localhost:8080/manager/html and enter your
-- 8Tomcat
of 32 -- administrator creditials (username and password chosen when
installing Tomcat)
3. In the Tomcat Web Application Manager, enter the location of the OpenMRS WAR file (openmrs.war) to deploy. (Note that the
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OpenMRS.WAR file is most easily downloaded with Mozilla FireFox. Internet Explorer tries to open the file as a Zip file). The
deployment could take some time while the file is copied to the folder c:\Program Files\Apache Software Foundation\Tomcat 5.5
\webapps and decompressed.
4. At the end of this process, the web page will refresh and /openmrs should be displayed under Applications. Apache Tomcat should also
start the application (Running = True; and in Commands, Stop is underlined)

Install Navicat
This step is optional. Navicat is a commercial tool we have found handy for interacting with MySQL. If you prefer a free alternative, you could
use the Query Browser provided by MySQL.

1. Install Navicat (navicat2005ent.exe or get trial version from Navicat's website)
1. Accept default location (C:\Program Files\PremiumSoft Navicat)
2. Accept Program shortcut (PremiumSoft Navicat)
3. Create a desktop icon
4. Select Install
2. Configuration
1. Start Navicat
2. select Connection
3. Enter Connection Name (Localhost) and select defaults
Host Name / IP address: localhost
Port: 3306
User name: root
Password: password
3. Create Database (Navicat) _ if not created previously
1. Right Click localhost and select "Execute Batch File"
2. Run the openmrs-all.sql script that is inside the Image:Openmrs-all.zip file.

Starting your OpenMRS program
After you have finished deploying OpenMRS in Tomcat, and it is being displayed under applications, you can click on /OpenMRS tab (on the
left side of the Tomcat Manager window) to start your application. You will need to login initially using Username: admin Password: test
(both are in lowercase). Alternatively, while Tomcat is running you can start OpenMRS by entering http://localhost:8080/openmrs/login.htm
(assuming 8080 is your port number for Tomcat - insert the appropriate port number if it is not 8080).

Troubleshooting
When uploading the war file, Tomcat hangs and stops responding
This typically occurs when you have not defined a MySQL user account that OpenMRS can use to access the database or you have not
granted this user full access to the openmrs database. The default username is test with password test. The default username/password
can be overridden in the OPENMRS_RUNTIME_PROPERTIES.PROPERTIES configuration file. To fix this: use Navicat or the
MySQL administration tool (available from mysql.com) to verify that you have a user with username "test" and password "test" and this
user has full access to the openmrs database.
Cannot connect to Tomcat on port 8080
This port is sometimes used by other programs, such as Popfile and TivoServer. You can use the Windows "netstat -ao" command to
discover if another process is using port 8080.
As of Oct 13, 2006, database and WAR files are not compatible
When you run OpenMRS the software and database versions are shown in very small text at the bottom of the browser window.
The openmrs-all.sql file mentioned above is for version 1.0.26. It seems to work with the WAR file for 1.0.25 found by following the
link mentioned above. The latest WAR file is 1.0.42, and you can use it if you adjust the database as follows. Go to http://trac.openmrs.
org/browser/trunk/metadata/model and find the file openmrs_1.0.0-to-latest-mysqldiff.sql. Download this file by clicking on the link
and using the Plain Text link at the bottom of the page. Edit out about half a page of code at the end that pertains to version 1.0.43.
Build the database as mentioned above with "source openmrs-all.sql" and then "source" the file you just edited.

-- 9 of 32 --
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User's Guide
All OpenMRS users must authenticate to the system using a username and password. If you do not know your username, you should contact
your system administrator. If you have forgotten your password, the system may allow you to reset your password by using a secret question
mechanism.

FormEntry
Using FormEntry Finding a Patient Selecting a FormEntry Form Completing a FormEntry Form

Concept Dictionary
Viewing the Dictionary

-- 10 of 32 --
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Administrator's Guide
Administering Users Administering Patients Identifiers are used uniquely identifier patients within the system. Different types of identifiers are
distributed by various health care systems. Some of these systems will be within your control, so you will be able to control how identifiers are
created and distributed; however, there will likely be identifiers that are not within your control but are useful to record within your system to
aid in patient identification.

1. Go to Administration ¡ Manage Patients ¡ Manage Identifier Types
2. Click on "Add Patient Identifier Type"
3. Provide a name the new identifier type
r The name should be specific to the authority providing the identifiers _ e.g., "Wilson Hospital Medical Record Number"
4. Provide a clear description of the identifier types, including identifying the authority responsible for distributing the identifiers
5. Optionally provide a format for the identifiers
r The "Regex Format" allows you to enforce a pattern for identifiers using a Regular Expression (describes the identifier pattern in
a way the computer can understand) _ e.g., "\d{1,8}-\d" would allow 1 to 8 digits followed by a dash and a single digit
6. The "Description of Format" allows you to describe the required pattern in a way that users of the system can understand _ e.g. "Must
follow the pattern NNNNNNNN-N (up to 8 digits followed by a dash and a final digit)"
7. Specify whether the identifier is required
8. Specify whether check digits should be enforced for this identifier type
9. Click on the button to save your new identifier type

Administering Encounters Administering Observations Administering Orders Administering Concepts NOTE: if you are running your server
on Linux, please see the documentation about Installing An OpenMRS Server On Linux.

Form Design Process
Define/Locate Concepts
This is a gradual process that involves identifying/constructing concepts within your concept dictionary. This assumes that you have an
available paper form for use in a clinic.

To identify concepts

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Log into OpenMRS.
Enter the Dictionary use case.
Review your existing paper form.
For each field on the paper form, search the Concept Dictionary to locate an existing concept.
Mark the concept number on the paper form.
If a corresponding concept does not exist, add it to the concept dictionary.

Create Form MetaData
This process involves using the OpenMRS application to populate the metadata related to your form. You can create a new form or duplicate an
existing form (which allows you to reuse an existing form's metadata and, more importantly, its schema).

To view all forms in the system

1. Log into OpenMRS as an administrator.
2. Select the Administration link in the top navigation menu.
3. Select Manage Forms under the Forms link section.

To create a new form, follow these instructions:
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1. Select the Add Form link at the top of the page
NOTE: currently, the form submission engine requires encounter-based forms with a specific hierarchy (contained in the Basic
Form definition); therefore, you should start new forms by copying the Basic Form and adding observations to that foundation.
To duplicate an existing form , follow these instructions:

1. Select an existing form from the Duplicate Form field _ e.g., the Basic Form contains all of the currently required fields in the proper
hierarchy to be handled properly by the FormEntry engine.
2. Click the Duplicate button.
3. Update the form metadata, including the form name.
NOTE: While editing the form schema, ensure that the Published checkbox is unchecked. When we are ready to make the form available
through the Form Entry module, we will need to check this checkbox.

Design Schema
This process involves using the OpenMRS application to create a schema for your form.

To add new concepts to a form schema:

1. Choose the Design Schema use case.
2. Type the desired concept into the Find Field Elements search box (consult Define Concept section above). The search results should
automatically display in the area below the search box.
3. Press the Enter key. The search box and search result index (i.e. the number to the left of the search result) should show be highlighted
in gold.
4. Type the search result index in the search box.
5. Press the Enter key.
NOTE: You can also drag n' drop the desired field element from the search result box to the form schema. However, when starting with a blank
form schema it is difficult to locate the place to "drop" the field element. You can also double-click the desired field element, but this requires
you to "update" the its metadata.

To move form elements within the form schema:

1. Click the concept in the form schema
2. Move the mouse to the desired location.
3. Drop the form element into the desired location in the form element tree.
To update form element metadata:

1. Right-click the desired form element in the schema.
2. Click 'Edit Field'.
3. Select 'Edit for this form only' to edit the form element for the current form.
4. Enter the appropriate information (in most cases you will only need to change Multi?, Field #, Field Part, Page #, Min, Max, and
Required).
r Multi - Indicates whether the schema should allow multiple values for a single form element (i.e. multiple answers to a single
question like "What medications are you currently taking?").
r Field # - The field number corresponding to the actual form element in your form. This value may be left blank.
r Field Part - The sub field number/letter corresponding to the actual form element in your form (i.e. 'a' in 1a). This value may be
left blank.
r Page # - The page number where this form element appears. This value may be left blank.
r Min - The minimum number of times that this form element should appear on the form. This value may be left blank. Default =
0.
-- 12 of 32 -r Max - The maximum number of times that this form element should appear on the form. This value may be left blank. Default =
1. Use -1 to allow for an arbitrary number of values.
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Required - Indicates whether the form element should be required.

To delete the form element from the schema:

1. Select the X icon next to the form element name.

Form Schema Requirements
At this point, the form schema is fairly constrained by the XSLT that translates the submitted form data (within FormEntry) into HL7. So, if
you are designing forms for FormEntry (for use with InfoPath), you must follow these guidelines. Initially, we thought we'd be making up a
separate XSLT for every form; however, a single XSLT has gotten us much further than anticipated.

First of all, you want to start with the basic form schema. Here are some guides...

q
q
q

q
q

q

q

q

Form schemas should have top level nodes: PATIENT, ENCOUNTER, OBS, PROBLEM LIST, and ORDERS
Most of the children in the PATIENT section (in the starter schema) are necessary, but I think only patient.patient_id is required
While the XSLT can handle alternate identifiers (there's an example of our MTCT-PLUS identifier in the default XSLT), InfoPath is not
the desired way to add identifiers to the system. Rather, we'd encourage you to edit patient demographics through the patient
administration functions of the web application.
In the ENCOUNTER section, encounter_datetime, location_id, and provider_id are required for things to work.
The OBS section should linked to the concept MEDICAL RECORD OBSERVATIONS (in the schema designer, you should see the
concept id for MEDICAL RECORD OBSERVATIONS in parentheses after "OBS" -- e.g., on the demo site, you'll see "OBS (1238)"
for the OBS section.
Within the OBS section, you may place either simple observations (with coded, date, boolean, numeric, or text datatype) or sets. Sets
should contain 1 or more chidren that are all simple observations. The XSLT does not support sets-within-sets, so your OBS section
may contain elements and elements w/ children, but should not go any deeper.
PROBLEM LIST (if you use it), should be just like the starter schema (problem list with two children: problem added and problem
resolved). If you are not collecting diagnoses on your form, you could try deleting this section in the schema, but I'd probably just leave
it there and not use it on the form.
The ORDERS section should contain only sets (no simple observations directly under ORDERS) following the design in the starter
schema. Again, only one level is supported -- no sets within sets. At this stage, we are converting all of these orders to observations and
have not completed a path to actually generate entries in the order tables from an HL7 message (i.e., an InfoPath form submission).

Other Resources
q

See Administering FormEntry

Adding A New Patient Identifier Field
You can look at pre-existing identifier fields in your system or on the demo website for examples. If the patient identifier type has already been
defined within a field, then you should try to re-use the existing field if possible; otherwise, follow these steps to create a new identifier field:

1. Go to Administration ¡ Manage Fields
2. Click "Add New Field"
3. Create your field with the following information

Field Name Enter a name for the field, e.g. "Medical Record Number"
Description Describe the field to help other administrators and users _ e.g., "Unique patient identifier for Wilson Hospital"
Field Type Database element
Database

Table = patient_identifier, Attribute = identifier
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$!{patient.getPatientIdentifier(1).getIdentifier()}, replacing the 1 with the internal identifier
Default
type id (you can find this under "Manage Identifier Types", hovering your mouse over the identifier type and looking at
value
the link's address)
Select Multi Leave unchecked

NOTE: typically, patient demographic fields (like an identifier) should be placed under the "PATIENT" section of a form schema.
Administering Reports

Overview
The OpenMRS FormEntry module uses Microsoft® InfoPath" to gather data for the repository.

q
q

You must have dictionary concepts defined for each question and answer on your form.
The form definition is created by defining a hierarchy of fields that will be used on the form.
r The layout of the form hierarchy currently has some restrictions imposed by how the forms are eventually translated into the
database
s Form hierarchies should have the following sections (in order)
s PATIENT _ as a section field
s ENCOUNTER _ as a section field
s OBS _ as a concept field with the concept MEDICAL OBSERVATIONS
s ORDERS _ as a section field
s There are certain fields that are required for an encounter and these must be present within the form hierarchy under the
appropriate section.
s We have created the "Basic Form" as a starting point. The basic form contains all of the required fields to get a form
working. You should always start a new form by making a copy of the Basic Form and giving your copy a new name.

Design Form
1. If you have not just finished designing the schema...
1. Log
as an administrator
Clickinto
on OpenMRS
the Edit Metadata
link next to your form name
2.
Navigate
to
Administration
2. on the Download XSN link¡ Forms
Click
3. not open the file with InfoPath (the default action); rather, save the file to disk
3. Do
4. Right mouse click the saved XSN file and click 'Design' to open it in Microsoft Infopath in design view
To add form controls:

1. Select Data Source from the right navigation menu.
2. Right-click a form element from the Data Source menu.
3. Drag-and-drop the form element into the main content section.
NOTE: for typical observations, you may want to drag the chlid "value" element instead of the entire observation element
4. Select a form control from the context menu that is displayed.
To add layout elements:

1. Move the blinking cursor to the content area where you would like to add a new layout element
2. Select Layout from the right navigation menu.
3. Select a layout option from the Layout menu.

To get just the concept name displayed you need to use some xpath scripting:

1. Right click on the input box in design mode and select "Expression Box Properties"
2. On the "General" tab, in the "Data Source" section, in the "XPath:" textbox, paste:
-- 14 of 32 --
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Publish Form
To publish your form to the web (general instructions):
the Upload
XSN (assuming
link
1.Click
SaveonXSN
to filesystem
you are still working within InfoPath).
5.
Browse
to
your
XSN
and
upload it
2. Close InfoPath.
3. Log into OpenMRS as an administrator and go to Administration ¡ Forms
4.
Editing
a Form

DO NOT design the XSN that the server uses. The folder specified in the runtime properties for OpenMRS (via the formentry.infopath.
output_dir property) is for use ONLY by OpenMRS. You should never manipulate these files directly. In order to get files into that folder, use
the "Upload XSN" function. In order to get files out of that folder, use the "Download XSN" function.

Duplicating a Form
Using the "duplicate form" feature under the form administration screen only duplicates the form schema at this point. Ben will be adding XSN
duplication soon (see this ticket). In the meantime, you can duplicate a form and XSN using these steps (adapated from Andy's message):

1. Duplicate the Schema by using the duplication option from the Admin ¡ Form screen
Note: this duplicates build number as well, reseting the build number is not necessary, but can be done through direct
manipulation of the data within the database _ e.g., using Navicat or the MySQL command line.
2. Download the XSN for the original form and save it to disk. Make a copy of the original form amd give it a new name - this will be the
first version of the duplicate form
3. Open the XSN of the duplicate form in Design mode (right mouse click the file and choose design) and select File ¡ Extract form files
from the menu to save the form as separate files. Then close infopath.
4. You will now see a folder with the name of your duplicate form. Inside this folder you will see some files. Edit the FormEntry.xsd file
with a text editor (wordpad or notepad) and find the line:

<xs:attribute name="id" type="xs:positiveInteger" fixed="n" use="required" />

where n is the id of the form.
5. Change the n within fixed="n" to the form id of the duplicate form (the new form id can be found by (a) examining the URL for the
new form within OpenMRS' Admin ¡ Form screen, e.g. hovering over the "metadata" link for the new form and looking at the end of
the URL in the browser's status bar at the bottom) OR (b) looking up the form table in the MySQL back end. Save and close FormEntry.
xsd
6. In the same folder, right-click on the Manifest.xsf file and selected Design.
7. Choose File, Save As and save the form to disk with another name to get the second version of the duplicate form. You can delete the
first version of the duplicate form. Upload the second version of the duplicate form into OpenMRS.

OpenMRS uses the form id within the FormEntry.xsd file (compressed within the XSN) to determine the form to which the XSN belongs.

Moving Forms Between Servers
OpenMRS does not currently support the transfer of FormEntry forms between servers using different dictionaries or different form definitions
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field in the schema), you might be able to get the form working by uploading the XSN to the destination server, then downloading it and
uploading it again -- we plan to add a "Rebuild XSN" link to simplify this process.

Uploading an XSN (also known as "publishing an XSN")
updates the URLs and advances the build number (the last number in the InfoPath solution version inside the XSN files). Uploading
does *not* change the schema or templates.
Downloading an XSN
refreshes the schema and templates with the latest data from the form schema definition and the concept dictionary. Downloading does
*not* change the build number and does not mess with the URLs since editing in InfoPath resets the URLs anyway.
Editing with InfoPath
changes the internal URLs anytime you save the file. Anytime an XSN is saved from InfoPath, it must be uploaded ("published") to
correct the URLs before it can be used to collect data within an OpenMRS system.

Other Resources
q

InfoPath Resources
r InfoPathDev.com
r InfoPath SDK

Administration Maintenance Backing up your data
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Technician's Guide
OpenMRS Server Installation Overview
1.
2.
3.
4.

Install Java 5
Install Tomcat 5.5+
Install MySQL 5+
Install OpenMRS

Minimum Reqiurements
1 GHz processor or better, 256 MB of memory or more, 40 GB hard drive or larger. You can set up the server on a laptop for demonstration or
testing purposes. For production usage, we recommend one or two processors 1.5+ GHz, 2 GB of memory, and 150+ GB of disk space with
RAID and appropriate backup facilities.

OpenMRS Server Installation Step-By-Step
1. Install Java SDK
r Set system environment variable JAVA_HOME = /path/to/javasdk

Right-click on My Computer for this dialog and click on the "Environment
Variables" button to edit your environment variables

2. Install Tomcat
r You will need to know the port used by tomcat (default is 8080)
3. Install MySQL (must be 4.1 or higher, 5.x recommended)
r You will need to know the MySQL port (default is 3306)
1. Within MySQL
s Create a database called "amrs" with default encoding of utf-8
-- 17 of 32 --
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CREATE DATABASE amrs /*!40100 DEFAULT CHARACTER SET utf8 */;

s Create a user account and grant full rights to the amrs database to this user
2. Execute the OpenMRS Demo SQL Script to load the database into the "amrs" schema
4. Create your runtime properties file (this file tells OpenMRS where to find the database and how to authenticate to MySQL). You must
make a system variable called AMRS_PROPERTIES_FILE that points to this properties file.

Create a system variable for JAVA_HOME and another that points to your
runtime properties file. JAVA_HOME should point to the top of your JAVA
installation _ e.g., C:\Program Files\Java\jds1.5.0_06. The name of the system
variable pointing to your runtime properties should be
AMRS_RUNTIME_PROPERTIES_FILE _ where AMRS is the name of your
OpenMRS implementation

1. Install OpenMRS
1. Log into tomcat manager at http://localhost:8080/manager/html
2. Deploy war: amrs.war

At this stage, clients only need a browser (we're currently building for Firefox...if you use Internet Explorer . They need Microsoft InfoPath®
(with Service Pack 2) to perform FormEntry functions.

Technical Overview
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The OpenMRS data model, version 1.0². Click here for full size image

Latest revision: 1.0² (03/19/06)
q

Change Log: History of all changes to the OpenMRS model

q

Proposed Data Model Changes: Proposed changes to the OpenMRS data model

q

Documentation: Full documentation of the OpenMRS schemata, including specifics of every field and table _ also an open forum for
discussion of issues surrounding their design

q

Downloads: All files needed to build the database within your installation

q

Preview version 1.10

What's the difference between concept_set and concept_set_derived tables?
Humans (you and me) should only edit set relationships in the concept_set table. These relationships are then programmatically burst into
the concept_set_derived table for "real world" use.

q
q

Humans use concept_set
Computers use concept_set_derived

Understanding by example
Here's an example (using made-up concepts). Suppose we want to relate the following three concepts using concept sets:

1. metoprolol
2. Beta Blockers
3. Anti-Hypertensive Medications
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concept_settable
concept
set
metoprolol Beta Blockers
Beta Anti-Hypertensive
Blockers
Medications

The above relationships, state that metoprolol is a Beta-Blocker and that all Beta-Blockers are Anti-Hypertensive Medications. The idea that
metoprolol is an Anti-Hypertensive Medication is implied.

We then run a script (e.g., AdministratorService.burstTermSets()) to programmatically burst all of the implicit relationships and put these into
the concept_set_derived table. Each time the script is run, the concept_set_derived table is cleared, and all entries in the
concept_set table are copied into concept_set_derived, along with any implied relationships.

concept_set_derivedtable
concept
set
metoprolol Beta Blockers
Beta Anti-Hypertensive
Medications
Blockers
metoprolol Anti-Hypertensive
Medications

The third item in the list above is derived from the manually defined relationships.

Why all this monkey business with concept_set_derived?
The concept_set table is displayed in the Data Model. The concept_set_derived is considered part of the business stuff that's
needed to make OpenMRS work. The bottom line is that bursting out implicit relationships into a concept_set_derived table prevents
the application from having to calculate all of the implicit relationships in real time. Likewise, we don't want to burden humans with having to
explicitly define all of these implicit relationships (why create three relationships when two says it all _ in the example above). OpenMRS
Architecture The OpenMRS FormEntry module uses Microsoft® InfoPath" to gather data for the repository.

Designing Forms
q

q

q

q

The form hierarchy (or schema) created within the OpenMRS web application defines an XML Schema for data collection. Essentially,
the form hierarchy defines all of the data points that will be (or could be) gathered on any particular form.
When you download a form for the first time, the schema your have defined along with an XML template that follows the schema are
injected into a starter form that contains the basic layout and plumbing for InfoPath. A downloaded XSN should be saved to disk and
opened with InfoPath in design mode _ e.g., right-click the XSN file and select "Design" from the context menu.
During the design process, forms that are saved to disk are automatically altered internally by InfoPath. The URLs in the form are
changed to point to the local file system.
When you upload a form through the OpenMRS web application, the internal URLs are converted to the appropriate value based on the
server's URL and the file's location on the server.

Submitting Forms
q

q
q

When an InfoPath form is submitted to the server, an XML file containing the form data is actually posted to the server (via HTTP
POST protocol, just as you were submitting a web-based form)
The server places the XML file (unchanged) into the formentry_queue
table
-- 20 of 32 -A scheduled FormEntry queue processing task scans the formentry_queue table every 30 seconds and, when records are found,
process queue entries. The XML is translated using the form's XSLT template to create an HL7 message to be placed in the
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q

hl7_in_queue (HL7 inbound message queue)
r If errors occur, the record is transferred to the formentry_error table and processing stops
r If no errors occur, the record is transferred to the formentry_archive table and an entry is made into the hl7_in_queue
(HL7 inbound message queue)
An HL7 processor task scans the hl7_in_queue table every 30 seconds and processes any entries that are found.
r The open source HL7API engine is used to parse the HL7 message and create the appropriate encounter and obs records.
r

If any errors occur, they are logged in the hl7_in_error table; otherwise, the entry is moved to the hl7_in_archive
table when processing is completed successfully.

In summary, form data are initially placed in the FormEntry queue, translated into HL7 messages in the HL7 inbound queue, and then parsed
into the individual encounter and observational data points. Subsequently, all data operations (other than auditing FormEntry submissions) are
performed on data from the encounter and obs tables.

By FormEntry 1.2, we should be translating order data into appropriate HL7 messages to follow the same general flow and generate data within
the order tables.
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Glossary
API
application programmering interface
EMR
electronic medial record
Hibernate
An object-relational mapping tool (see hibernate.org)
JDK
Java Development Kit (allows you not only to run, but also to compile Java programs _ used by developers to write Java programs)
JRE
Java Runtime Environment (allows you to run Java programs)
MySQL
an open-source database engine (see the MySQL website)
ORM
object-relational mapping, maps the world of Java objects to the relational data model of a database (see [http://www.hibernate.org
Hibernate[)
URL
Uniform Resource Locator is essentially a reference to an address on the internet
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Appendix A
Calculate a check digit
Why bother with check digits?
The purpose of check digits is simple. Any time identifiers (typically number +/- letters) are being manually entered via keyboard, there will be
errors. Inadvertant keystrokes or fatigue can cause digits to be rearranged, dropped, or inserted. Have you ever misdialed a phone number? It
happens.

Check digits help to reduce the likelihood of errors by introducing a final digit that is calculated from the prior digits. Using the proper
algorithm, the final digit can always be calculated. Therefore, when a number is entered into the system (manually or otherwise), the computer
can instantly verify that the final digit matches the digit predicted by the check digit algorithm. If the two do not match, the number is refused.
The end result is fewer data entry errors.

What is the Luhn algorithm?
We use a variation of the Luhn algorithm. This algorithm, also known as the "modulus 10" or "mod 10" algorithm, is very common. For
example, it's the algorithm used by credit card companies to generate the final digit of a credit card.

Given an identifier, let's say "139," you travel right to left. Every other digit is doubled and the other digits are taken unchanged. All resulting
digits are summed and the check digit is the amount necessary to take this sum up to a number divisible by ten.

Got it? Alright, lets try the example.
Work right-to-left, using "139" and doubling every other digit.
9 x 2 = 18
3=3
1x2=2
Now sum all of the *digits* (note '18' is two digits, '1' and '8'). So the answer is '1 + 8 + 3 + 2 = 14' and the check digit is
the amount needed to reach a number divisible by ten. For a sum of '14', the check digit is '6' since '20' is the next number
divisible by ten.

Our variation on the Luhn algorithm
We have borrowed the variation on the Luhn algorithm used by Regenstrief Institute, Inc.. In this variation, we allow for letters as well as
numbers in the identifier (i.e., alphanumeric identifiers). This allows for an identifier like "139MT" that the original Luhn algorithm cannot
handle (it's limited to numeric digits only).

Allowing letters _ even limited to capital letters _ does not increase the accuracy of data entry. In fact, the potential for mistaking numbers
and letters likely increases the chance for errors. In our case (Regenstrief with the AMRS), we were forced to come up with a simple method
for generating identifiers in disparate, disconnected location without collision (giving out the same number twice). Adding a 2-3 letter suffix to
the identifer was our solution.
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To handle alphanumeric digits (numbers *and* letters), we actually use the ASCII value (the computer's internal code) for each character and
subtract 48 to derive the "digit" used in the Luhn algorithm. We subtract 48 because the characters "0" through "9" are assigned values 48 to 57
in the ASCII table. Subtracting 48 lets the characters "0" to "9" assume the values 0 to 9 we'd expect. The letters "A" through "Z" are values 65
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to 90 in the ASCII table (and become values 17 to 42 in our algorithm after subtracting 48). To keep life simple, we convert identifiers to
uppercase and remove any spaces before applying the algorithm.

Here's how we handle non-numeric characters
For the second-to-last (2nd from the right) character and every other (even-positioned) character moving to the left, we just add 'ASCII value 48' to the running total. Non-numeric characters will contribute values >10, but these digits are *not* added together; rather, the value 'ASCII
value - 48' (even if over 10) is added to the running total. For example, '"M"' is ASCII 77. Since '77 - 48 = 29', we add 29 to the running total _
*not* '2 + 9 = 11'.

For the rightmost character and every other (odd-positioned) character moving to the left, we use the formula '2 * n - 9 x INT(n/5)' (where INT
() rounds off to the next lowest whole number) to calculate the contribution of every other character. If you use this formula on the numbers 0
to 9, you will see that it's the same as doubling the value and then adding the resulting digits together (e.g., using 8: '2 x 8 = 16' and '1 + 6 = 7'.
Using the formula: '2 x 8 - 9 x INT(8/5) = 16 - 9 x 1 = 16 - 9 = 7') _ identical to the Luhn algorithm. But using this formula allows us to handle
non-numeric characters as well by simply plugging 'ASCII value - 48' into the formula. For example, '"Z"' is ASCII 90. '90 - 48 = 42' and '2 x
42 - 9 x INT(42/5) = 84 - 9 x 8 = 84 - 72 = 12'. So we add 12 (*not* '1 + 2 = 3') to the running total.

So, here's how we would use the Luhn algorithm for the identifier "139MT"

T (ASCII 84) -> 84 - 48 = 36 -> 2 x 36 - 9 x INT(36/5) = 72 - 9 x 7 = 72 - 63 = 9
M (ASCII 77) -> 77 - 48 = 29
9 x 2 = 18 -> 1 + 8 = 9 or 9 => 2 x 9 - 9 x INT(9/5) = 18 - 9 x 1 = 18 - 9 = 9
3=3
1 x 2 = 2 or 1 => 2 x 1 - 9 x INT(1/5) = 2 - 9 x 0 = 2
Summing the results we get '9 + 29 + 9 + 3 + 2 = 52'. The next number divisible by ten is 60. So, our check digit (the
difference) is 8.

The modified mod10 algorithm implemented in Java:

public int checkdigit(String idWithoutCheckdigit) {
// allowable characters within identifier
String validChars = "0123456789ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVYWXZ_";
// remove leading or trailing whitespace, convert to uppercase
idWithoutCheckdigit = idWithoutCheckdigit.trim().toUppercase();
// this will be a running total
int sum = 0;
// loop through digits from right to left
for (int i = 0; i < idWithoutCheckdigit.length(); i++) {
//set ch to "current" character to be processed
char ch = idWithoutCheckdigit
.charAt(idWithoutCheckdigit.length() - i - 1);
// throw exception for invalid characters
if (validChars.indexOf(ch) == -1)
throw new InvalidIdentifierException(
"\"" + ch + "\" is an invalid character");
// our "digit" is calculated using ASCII value - 48
int digit = (int)ch - 48;
// weight will be the current digit's contribution to
// the running total
int weight;
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if (i % 2 == 0) {
// for alternating digits starting with the rightmost, we
// use our formula this is the same as multiplying x 2 and
// adding digits together for values 0 to 9. Using the
// following formula allows us to gracefully calculate a
// weight for non-numeric "digits" as well (from their
// ASCII value - 48).
weight = (2 * digit) - (int) (digit / 5) * 9;
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} else {
// even-positioned digits just contribute their ascii
// value minus 48
weight = digit;
}
// keep a running total of weights
sum += weight;
}
// avoid sum less than 10 (if characters below "0" allowed,
// this could happen)
sum = Math.abs(sum) + 10;
// check digit is amount needed to reach next number
// divisible by ten
return (10 - (sum % 10)) % 10;
}

The modified mod10 algorithm implemented in VBA:

Function checkdigit(idWithoutCheckDigit)
ucIdWithoutCheckdigit = UCase(idWithoutCheckDigit)
total = 0
For i = Len(ucIdWithoutCheckdigit) To 1 Step -2
digit = Asc(Mid(ucIdWithoutCheckdigit, i, 1)) - 48
total = total + (2 * digit) - Int(digit / 5) * 9
If (i > 1) Then
digit = Asc(Mid(ucIdWithoutCheckdigit, i - 1, 1)) - 48
total = total + digit
End If
Next i
total = Abs(total) + 10
checkdigit = (10 - (total Mod 10)) Mod 10
End Function

Note: this VBA algorithm should probably check each character and return an error if any invalid characters are found (as the Java example
above does by throwing an exception)

Appendix B
OpenMRS allows you to indicate a required format for patient identifiers, using regular expressions. To specify a format, go to the
Administration page, then click on Manage Identifier Types. From here, if you have created Identifier Types (at least one is required by
OpenMRS), you can click on the name of the type to edit it. From the edit screen, you will find a field labeled "Regex Expression". Here you
can enter a regular expression to specify what format an identifier of that type needs to be.

If you do not enter a regular expression, an identifier of any format can be entered for that identifier type.

If you do enter a regular expression, the system will verify that any identifier of this type conforms to this regular expression whenever an
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a tutorial on regular expressions.

See also
Regular expression info site

Appendix C
This documentation is designed to give developers a basic description of how clinical observational data is written to the AMRS data
repository.

To start, some basic definitions:

An observation is any clinical measurement acquired and observable in a clinical
setting. If you use your imagination, just about anything can be an observation. For
example, a hemoglobin test, a patient's weight, an answer to a question, or a physical
exam finding. In short, any piece of data collected in a clinical setting (a patient's
demographic information being a notable exception) is considered to be an observation.
Note that if a clinician decides to order a hemoglobin, the order itself isn't
observational: this is a clinician action, not something measured or acquired directly
A
concept
is a means of describing observational information within our system.
from
the patient.
Inherent within the data model is a collection of definitions for any concept that's
collected within the repository: the concept dictionary. Each concept is described
with a term, which is represented within the term table ([[Dictionary 101|and
is described in depth elsewhere).

Storing information within the data repository is pretty straightforward, if you understand the underlying database structure. Let's look at this
portion of the data model.
Each observation noted during a clinical evaluation is stored as a row within this table. The
obs_id is the unique identifier of the table, and should be a simple autonumbered field. Many of
the subsequent attributes seen to the right are "meta data" related to the particular visit. patient_id
is a foreign key to patient.patient_id, and should include the internal patient identifier number for
the patient (not the medical record number). term_id is another foreign key which points to term.
term_id and refers to the concept which describes what is being collected by the system.
location_id describes where the observation was collected, it will typically be a clinical setting
such as a clinic or a laboratory. It has a foreign key which points to location.location_id. More on
location_id in a moment. Finally, encounter_id refers to the particular patient visit. As you might
assume, many observations are collected during the course of a given clinical visit. Each visit's
"meta data" is contained within this encounter table. You might wonder what the point of
location_id is, after seeing what is stored within an encounter. In short, observations on a patient
can be made outside of an encounter, or outside of the purview of our system. For example, a
patient could bring copies of their medical record, or observations could be made during a home
visit, etc. Therefore, encounter_id is not a required field.

When building an application, you'll have likely acquired all of this "meta data" before results are collected by your application. How you store
the value of the observation, depends of the data type of the concept as defined by it's term definition. You'll notice that there are numerous
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different fields to store values. You'll only use one of these for each row. Let's walk through each major datatype to demonstrate.

Boolean: On one of the patient encounter forms used in the Eldoret clinics, the following question is asked: "Have you disclosed your HIV
status to anyone?" This question has a simple yes or no answer, and is modeled in our dictionary within concept 1048. If you click through the
provided link, you'll see that the datatype for this concept is boolean. Because of this, you will store a bit answer within value_boolean.

Coded: Another example, concept 1061. This is another question asked on an encounter form: "How do you think you were exposed to HIV?"
There are six possible answers to this question, all of which are ALSO concepts within the system. Click through the link provided for more
details. To store the answer for this question, you need to store the term_id for the corresponding concept. Say, in this case, the answer was
"through a blood transfusion", which corresponds to concept 1063. You would store "1063" in value_coded. As you might have noticed,
value_coded in fact has a foreign key to concept.concept_id to ensure this linkage occurs and maintain integrity.

Datetime: Concept 1113. In this particular example, the AMRS encounter form is capturing some historical information related to a previous
date in which tuberculosis therapy was started. Note the "date" datatype. The answer to this question is a SQL compliant date, time or datetime.
1/1/2005, 1-1-2005, etc. depending on the database specifics within value_datetime.

Numeric: Let's look at a lab test result, a hematocrit: concept 1015. This test has a numeric answer, like 33 or 45. Store this answer within
value_numeric. Most values will be pretty straightforward, like this. What if however, the result is a range, like 2-4, or a value that's "<1" or
">=400"? These more complex numeric answers can be described with the numeric_modifier field. numeric_modifier is an ordinal field, which
has a list of all of the needed modifiers, such as ">", "<", "range", etc. To store a simple modifier, write the numeric value within
value_numeric, and add the corresponding modifier into numeric_modifier. In the case of ranges, store the mean value of the range within
value_numeric, store "range" in numeric_modifier, and the fully described value (for later display purposes) in value_text. This allows the
system to use an approximation of the value in more computable ways (such as decision support, etc.), and still store the actual answer for
display purposes. Contact us for more details on this.

Here are a few actual examples to provide a finer point.

Patient: Jenny D. Patient
MRN: 99TU-2, which corresponds to
patient_id: 123
Clinic Vist Date: 1/14/05 @ 2:30pm
Location: Mosoriot Medical Center
Hemoglobin: 11.5
Weight: 45 kg
Date of TB treatment: 1/1/2002
Gastrointestinal Exam: Hepatomegaly...

As you can see, this patient has a number of observations ready for storage. The name, and medical record number aren't important for the obs
table, but you can see a patient_id, and a location. You also see a datetime for the visit. The third and fourth bits of information will give you
enough information to build an encounter within the encounter table. Mosoriot has a corresponding location_id of "2&". Following the
demographics are four separate observations to be recorded: hemoglobin, a numeric value; weight, a numeric vital sign; date of TB treatment, a
datetime; and gastrointestinal exam finding, a coded answer. If you look at this concept, hepatomegaly is one of the possible answers, and it's
the corresponding concept 5008. Knowing all of this, filling in the table is pretty straightforward. Based on the data to the left, you would store
4 rows of data within the obs table with the following information...
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obs_id pat_id trm_id lctn_id encntr_id sub_id val_bool val_cod val_dt val_num num_mod val_txt d_e_t enterer comment
1 123 21 2 345
11.5
1/15/2005 2
2 123 5089 2 345
45
1/15/2005 2
3 123 1113 2 345
1/1/2002
1/15/2005 2
4 123 1125 2 345
5008
1/15/2005 2

That should be enough info to get folks started. Feel free to send us mail if you'd like this to be explained in more detail!

-Paul

Appendix D
One of the most critical aspects of an electronic medical record system is a well-designed and maintained concept dictionary. What follows is a
primer which will hopefully allow you to understand the basic concepts behind what the dictionary is, how it is to be used, and beginning steps
in enriching the current dictionary.

Beginning Definitions
Concept Dictionary _ The truly fundamental building block of the entire OpenMRS. Much like a dictionary defines the function, meaning and
relationships of words, the "concept dictionary" defines the names, codes, and other attributes for all medical tests, drugs, and coded results
contained in the OpenMRS. It is a complete reference for the "language" in which we represent medical concepts within the computer.

Observation _ Anything actively measured in a given person. This has a fairly broad implication. If a patient is weighed, their weight is an
observation. If a blood test is drawn, that lab result is an observation. If we ask someone how long they_ve been smoking, their answer is also
an observation. Just about anything "measurable" in a patient is an observation. Demographic information, as a result, is an exception.

Demographic _ Any descriptive characteristic of a person. Their name, address, date of birth, age, tribe name.. these are all demographic
characteristics.

Primary Term _ The most "elemental" preferred label for a medical concept within the dictionary. Each concept has one, and only one primary
term. As an example, "HEMATOCRIT" is a primary term which describes a blood test. Many people refer to this test with the short name of
"HCT." HCT in this case is not a primary term. Any other name outside of HEMATOCRIT makes it something other than the primary term.

Primary terms are used to describe the "questions" like a hematocrit value, as well as the "answers" (Paul Biondich_s blood type is "O
POSITIVE"). "O POSITIVE" is just as much of a unique medical concept as "BLOOD TYPE" or "HEMATOCRIT". The bottom line is, if you
have a medical concept of any sort, and it_s needed within our system, it needs to be defined within the dictionary. See "Concept Creation
Hints" below for info on how to determine the best way to name/decide on what is the best label for a primary concept.

Synonym _ Any label or name that refers to a primary concept. This would be the "HCT", "HEMATOCT", or "HAEMATOCRIT" for a
"HEMATOCRIT." Other good examples of this would be trade names for a chemical compound, names that other practitioners label the same
test, etc. For specific rules and naming conventions, refer to "Concept Creation Hints" below.

Concept Set _ A primary concept created to bundle or refer to multiple other primary concepts. A good example of this would be a
"COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT" which is composed of a "HEMATOCRIT" along with other tests, such as "PLATELETS", etc. Concept sets
can also have synonyms! (i.e., "CBC" for a "COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT")
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Concept Class _ A required attribute of a concept. Simply, this is the classification of the medical concept. Every primary concept is required
to have a class. Here is the current list of classes to help clarify:

q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Test _ lab tests (e.g., CD4) or physical exam maneuver (e.g., Babinski)
Procedure _ spinal tap, lumbar puncture, etc.
Drug _ medications
Diagnosis _ a defined medical conclusion (usually in ICD), e.g., diabetes, AIDS
Finding _ physical or exam findings (short of breath, systolic murmur, LLL infiltrate)
Anatomy _ anatomic concept (e.g., right arm, frontal lobe)
Question _ questionnaire item (e.g., "Are you depressed?", "How many kids?")
LabSet _ collection of labs (e.g., CHEM12, VITALS)
MedSet _ collection of medications (e.g., ANTIRETROVIRALS, PENICILLINS)
ConvSet _ collection for convenience (e.g., STUDY XYZ CONCEPTS, DEPRESSION CONCEPTS)
Misc _ unclassifiable concepts (e.g., POS, NEG, LEFT, RIGHT)

Data Type _ A required attribute of a concept. Basically, if data is stored within this concept, this describes what it will look like. For
example, a "HEMATOCRIT" will store numeric values (ie, 40). A "BLOOD TYPE" will store coded values (i.e., "O POSITIVE"). Here are the
current datatypes:

q
q
q

Coded _ terms with coded answers (CXR, PPD) (i.e., test answered with other concept(s))
Numeric _ tests with numeric results (CD4, CREATININE, SERUM GLUCOSE)
N/A _ not a observation/question/test (drugs, sets, answers, misc terms)

Why I should care about the concept dictionary
At its most basic, the OpenMRS is a large filing cabinet. Within that cabinet, each patient has a file. Within that file are a series of data points
and information relating to that patient. Those data points are from any place within the AMRS that the patient receives care. These are the
patient observations. Within our system, each patient will have dozens, if not hundreds of these observations recorded as they utilize the health
care system. Each one of these observations consists of a question (What_s the patient_s hematocrit?) and an answer (38). The computer needs a
way of referencing each of these aspects of an observation. This is where a concept dictionary comes in handy. The computer uses it to label
our questions (and answers) correctly. Consequently, there_s a need for all medical concepts we_re interested in storing to be referenced
uniquely within the dictionary. In other words, each concept needs a primary term.

Imagine the difficulties you_d have however, if there are redundant primary terms which refer to the same concept? What if the computer had
three primary terms for a hematocrit? When the system later attempts to tell practitioners what these results were, there_s a mess! What
hematocrit does it report? In reality, there_s often multiple ways of referring to the same question. But these aren_t all primary terms, they are
synonyms.

A point worth repeating...the important distinction between CONCEPTS and SYNONYMS:

A fundamental hallmark of the dictionary is that there is one concept entry,
and one concept entry ONLY to describe a particular concept. For example,
LAMIVUDINE is the proper dictionary term for a HIV drug. 3TC is another way
of describing lamivudine. Epivir is a brand name of lamivudine. Based on
how we_ve built the OpenMRS, 3TC and Epivir are synonyms of lamivudine. They
are not dictionary terms. All three of these words describe the same concept.

Got a new concept that you need the system to track for clinical or research purposes? Then let_s make a new concept...

Creating new concepts for the concept dictionary
So you want to make new concepts? Before you undergo this process, contemplate the following three steps:
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1. Make sure the concept doesn_t already exist in the dictionary. When searching the dictionary, use partial names (e.g., KALE or KALET
instead of KALETRA). Looking for partial names will help catch misspelled entries. Think about what you might most generically refer
to this concept as.. then also think about what else you might call it. Then search for all of those things within the dictionary. You might
be surprised to see it already in the dictionary.
2. Make sure that you can describe/understand the concept that you_re getting ready to enter! Say for example, that you_re asked to create a
new term for the retroviral drug eliminatehivudine. Knowing that it_s a retroviral drug is insufficient, as you_re going to need to detail
eliminatehivudine_s differences from all other antiretrovirals within the term_s description. Check with the person that requested the new
concept if you_re having problems finding the information on your own. Every new term_s description, from here on out, should have a
reasonably detailed description. We_ll send Burke or Sarah Ellen out to punish you if you fail.
3. Does the concept have a standardized representation in either LOINC or ICD10? Look it up and add it to the concept's definition or ask
for help if you have no idea what this is.
Do you have all of the information ready? Then it_s time to walk through a primary concept definition, and the basic attributes this includes.

Concept Name: Pretty self explanatory. The human readable name of the concept. Here are a few naming conventions to think about before you
decide on a name:

1. The concept's name should begin by labeling what identifies it: It's a HEPATITIS B IMMUNIZATION, not a IMMUNIZATION,
HEPATITIS B.
2. Should be capitalized throughout the name. (ie, COMPLETE BLOOD COUNT vs. Complete BlOoD count)
3. They should be the complete spelled form of the concept (it_s not a HCT, it_s a HEMATOCRIT) to ensure proper use. Abbreviations are
usually not primary terms, they are synonyms.
4. They should whenever necessary refer to the generic form of a product (AMOXICILLIN, not AMOXIL).
5. When referring to organisms or virii, the full taxonomic name is used: HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS, not HIV.
6. They are specific! For example, tests that measure antibodies vs. antigens need two separate terms.
7. They are granular! RIGHT UPPER QUADRANT ABDOMINAL PAIN stacks too many observations together. This is tricky in practice
to decide upon and open for interpretation/dispute. Best bet: when you_re not sure of the appropriate level of granularity, ask one of the
geeks.
Description: A comprehensive description of what this term represents. The term_s definition. By the time a total stranger finishes reading this,
they without question know what this term refers to. This is absolutely required for all terms. No exceptions.

ClassID: see the above definition. Classifies what sort of concept this term represents. Here_s a list of the active classes:

1. Test _ lab tests (e.g., CD4) or physical exam maneuver (e.g., Babinski)
2. Procedure _ spinal tap, lumbar puncture, etc.
3. Drug _ medications
4. Diagnosis _ a defined medical conclusion (usually in ICD), e.g., diabetes, AIDS
5. Finding _ physical or exam findings (short of breath, systolic murmur, infiltrate)
6. Anatomy _ anatomic concept (e.g., arm, frontal lobe)
7. Question _ questionnaire item (e.g., "Are you depressed?", "How many kids?")
8. LabSet _ collection of labs (e.g., CHEM12, VITALS)
9. MedSet _ collection of medications (e.g., ANTIRETROVIRALS, PENICILLINS)
10. ConvSet _ collection for convenience (e.g., STUDY XYZ TERMS, DEPRESSION TERMS)
11. Misc _ unclassifiable concepts (e.g., POS, NEG, LEFT, RIGHT)
DataType: see the above definition. Classifies what kind of answer an observation receives, if it's a "question." Here are the active data types:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Coded _ terms with coded answers (CXR, PPD) -- i.e., test answered with other term(s)
Complex _ avoid this like the plague. we may eliminate it as an option
NumVal _ tests with numeric results (CD4, CREATININE, SERUM GLUCOSE)
N/A _ not a observation/question/test (drugs, sets, answers, misc terms)

Further reading
q

Modeling Concepts
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Here are some notes/conversations related to concept modeling that may be helpful resources when confronting modeling issues.

Modeling diagnoses
Hamish wrote:

If I create a concept "malaria" say a boolean and I want to also have
"Malaria diagnosis date" how do I link these two items so that it is
clear that they refer to the same item?
Also as Darius and I discussed today what if Carole our epidemiologist
friend says she wants all the diagnoses for her data collection form
to have true, false, unknown and "no data available". Should we just
create hundreds of coded concepts for this or formalize is as a
standard construct? If we formalize it does that help us to handle such
data efficiently in the same analysis and data extraction tools that
normally take a boolean?

I would use DIAGNOSIS or PATIENT REPORTED DIAGNOSIS or similar generically and then record the diagnoses as answers (e.g.
MALARIA) for most cases. That gives you the choice of recording the date of diagnosis into the obs date (probably simpler) or creating a
DATE OF DIAGNOSIS observation to link dates to diagnoses through an obs_group_id.

If someone wants multiple choice answers for 1..n diagnois, then you are collecting two observations in each case: a multiple choice answer
and the diagnosis for which the answer applies. There are a several ways to skin this.

1. Flat by diagnosis (add coded answers for each diagnosis)

MALARIA with coded answers TRUE, FALSE, UNKNOWN, NO DATA AVAILABLE

PRO
simple, MALARIA/etc could still be used as answers
CON
not scalable, ties you to one model of answers to diagnoses and these must be replicated/managed for *every* diagnosis in the system.
2. Fully abstract (one concept for diagnsosis and a 2nd for answer to multiple choice question)

INQUIRED DIAGNOSIS as coded answered by diagnosis
DIAGNOSIS STATUS as coded with coded answers TRUE, FALSE, UNKNOWN, NO DATA AVAILABLE
Tied together with obs_group_id

PRO
easily scalable
CON
needs tools/knowledge to convert back to one complex data point, diagnoses stored in a questionnaire-specific manner
3. Abstract, but use existing DIAGNOSIS concept

INQUIRED DIAGNOSIS as coded answered by diagnosis
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PRO
re-use of DIAGNOSIS, so you can still search DIAGNOSIS concept for all known diagnoses
CON
application must know to treat TRUE answers differently

4. Flat by answer (one concept per answer for questionnaire)

DIAGNOSIS
DIAGNOSIS DENIED
DIAGNOSIS STATUS UNKNOWN
DIAGNOSIS DATA NOT AVAILABLE
each is coded and is answered with the diagnosis
CAROLE1 QUESTIONNAIRE DIAGNOSES OPTIONS as a concept_set of the above concepts

PRO
scalable, could re-use DIAGNOSIS concept or have a separate concept for diagnosis = true on questionnaire
CON
requires search for multiple concepts (could be facilitated by concept_set)
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